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It is shown that the electroproduction of the isobarD(1232) occurs in
f factories when the beams interact with the residual gas. In one ef-
fective year (107 s) the decay of this isobar over an interaction length
of one meter gives;107 pions, moving predominantly in a direction
transverse to the axis of the beams, with a resonance energy distribu-
tion having a 120-MeV wide peak near 265 MeV. Formulas required
for modeling the process under discussion, giving the distributions over
the momentum transfer, angles, energies, and momenta of the decay
products are presented. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00104-7#

PACS numbers: 14.20.Gk, 13.60.Rj

The goal off factories — DAPHNE in Frascati, which should start operation
1997,1 and thef factory now under construction in Novosibirsk1,2 — is to perform
precision measurements of very important physical quantities, primarilye8/e ~Ref. 3!.

In order to implement this program it is necessary to have a thorough knowled
the installation and the most important backgrounds. One source of background
interaction of the beams with the residual gas.

In this letter we show that the cross section for the electroproduction of the is
D(1232) with I (JP)5 3

2(
3
2
1) ~Ref. 1! on a nucleon at an electron~positron! energy of

509.5 MeV~energy off factories! equals 3mb, which at a total beam current of 1.3→5.2
A and a residual-gas pressure of;1 nTorr ~which is planned for DAPHNE4! leads to the
production of;107 isobars in the residual gas in the course of one effective y
(107 s). The decay of the isobar (D(1232)→pN andgN) producesp mesons with a
resonance energy distribution near 265 MeV and a peak width of 120 MeV, w
emerge predominantly transverse to the beam axis, and photons with a resonance
distribution near 257 MeV and a peak width of 120 MeV, which disperse more iso
pically.

A characteristic feature of the process under discussion are the protons and ne
produced in the decay of the isobar, which have a very narrow~peak width 30 MeV!
resonance energy distribution near 970 MeV and emerge predominantly transverse
beam axis.
313 3130021-3640/97/040313-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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We present all the distributions required for modeling and distinguishing the b
ground under discussion — the distributions over the momentum transfer from the
tron ~positron!, over the angles of emergence of the decay pions~nucleons! and photons
~nucleons! in the rest frame of the isobar, over the energies of the pions, nucleons
photons in the rest frame of the isobar, and over the momentum of the pion~nucleon! in
the rest frame of the isobar.

The phenomenological Lagrangian describing the interaction of an isobar w
nucleon and photon~magnetic dipole transition! is5

Lem5e
m

mN
Fnr~x!~ c̄n~x!grg5c~x!1h.c.!, ~1!

wheree is the electron charge,a5e2/4p51/137,mN50.94 GeV is the nucleon mass
Fnr(x)5]nAr(x)2]rAn(x) is the electromagnetic field,cn(x) is the spinor–vector field
of the isobar, andc(x) is the spinor field of the nucleon.

The width of the radiative decayD→gN is

G~D→gN,mD!5aS m

mN
D 2v3~mD!S 11

1

3SmN

mD
D 2D , ~2!

wherev(mD)5mD(12mN
2 /mD

2 )/250.257 GeV is the photon energy, andmD51.232
GeV.

Using the experimental data1 G(D→gN, mD)5BR(D→gN, mD)•GD(mD)
50.58•1022

•0.12 GeV50.7•1023 GeV, we obtainm2/mN
254.7 GeV22.

Now we can calculate the amplitude for the electroproduction of the iso

(e2N→e2D); see Fig. 1. It is convenient to employ the helicity amplitudesA
lDlN

le8le in the

center-of-mass frame of the reaction, wherelN , lD , le , andle8 are the helicities of the
nucleon, isobar, and initial and scattered electrons, respectively. The amplitudes f
production of an isobar by a positron differ from the corresponding electroprodu
amplitudes only in sign.

We now write out the amplitudes which are important for our analysis:

A 3/2 1/2
21/221/25A23/221/2

1/2 1/25e2
m

mN
A2~ t2tmin~m!!~s2mN

2 !
f ~ t !

t
,

FIG. 1. Diagram describing electroproduction.
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A3/2 1/2
1/2 1/25A23/221/2

21/221/25e2
m

mN
A2~ t2tmin~m!!~s2mN

2 !S 12
m22mN

2

s2mN
2 D f ~ t !t , ~3!

and

A 1/221/2
21/221/25A21/2 1/2

1/2 1/25e2
m

m
A 2

3 ~ t2tmin~m!!~s2mN
2 !
f ~ t !

t
,

A1/221/2
1/2 1/25A21/2 1/2

21/221/25e2
m

m
A 2

3 ~ t2tmin~m!!~s2mN
2 !S 12

m22mN
2

s2mN
2 D f ~ t !t , ~4!

wherem is the mass of the isobar~invariant mass of thepN or gN states into which the
isobar decays!, t52(k2k8)252(p82p)2, s5(k1p)25(k81p8)2, p, p8, andk8 are
the four-momenta of the nucleon, isobar, and the initial and final electrons~positrons!,
respectively~see Fig. 1!; f (t)51/(112t)2 is the ‘‘dipole’’ form factor of the electro-
magnetic transitionN→D ~see, for example, Refs. 6 and 7 and the literature c
therein!. Here and belowt is expressed in GeV2.

We have neglected the amplitudesA1/2 1/2
ll , A21/221/2

ll , A3/221/2
ll , andA23/2 1/2

ll which
are proportional tot, and the contributions, proportional tot, to the amplitudes~3! and
~4!. The magnitude of all omitted contributions to the total cross section of the proce
of the order of 1%.

Them,t differential cross section of the processe7N→e7D→e7pN is

d2s

dmdt
54a2S m

mN
D 2 t2tmin~m!

t2
~ f ~ t !!2

3S 11
mN
2

3m2D F12
m22mN

2

s2mN
2 1

~m22mN
2 !2

2~s2mN
2 !2 Gm2G~D→pN,m!

uDD~m!u2
, ~5!

where the isobar propagator and its mass-dependent width have the form

DD~m!5m22mD
21 imG~D→pN,m!,

G~D→pN,m!5G~D→pN,mD!
mD

m S 11mN /m

11mN /mD
D 2 2~q~m!/q~mD!!3

11~q~m!/q~mD!!2
,

q~m!5
1

2m
A~m22~mN1mp!2!~m22~mN2mp!2!, ~6!

mp50.14 GeV is the pion mass andq(mD)50.225 GeV. In Eq. ~6! we set
GD(m)5G(D→pN, m), G(D→pN, mD)50.12 GeV. Them distribution integrated
over the entire intervaltmin(m)<t<tmax(m) has the form

ds

dm
5s~m!54a2S m

mN
D 2S lntmax~m!~112tmin~m!!

tmin~m!~112tmax~m!!
211

tmin~m!

tmax~m!

2
11124tmin~m!124tmin

2 ~m!

6~112tmin~m!!3
1
11124tmax~m!124tmax

2 ~m!

6~112tmax~m!!3
D
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3S 11
mN
2

3m2D F12
m22mN

2

s2mN
2 1

~m22mN
2 !2

2~s2mN
2 !2 Gm2G~D→pN,m!

uDD~m!u2
, ~7!

where

tmax~m!522me1
1

2s
$~s2m21me

2!~s2mN
21me

2!

1A~s2~m2me!
2!~s2~m1me!

2!~s2~mN2me!
2!~s2~mN1me!

2!%,

tmin~m!522me1
1

2s
$~s2m21me

2!~s2mN
21me

2!

2A~s2~m2me!
2!~s2~m1me!

2!~s2~mN2me!
2!~s2~mN1me!

2!%,

~8!

me50.51•1023 GeV is the electron mass fors51.842 GeV2 ~the electron energy equal
mf/2). The total cross section integrated over the entire inte
mp1mN<m<As2me is s52.95mb.b! Such a large value of this cross section is due
the ‘‘large’’ logarithm in Eq. ~8!: ln(tmax(mD)/tmin(mD))513.11, where
tmax(mD)50.169, tmin(mD)51.29•me

250.336•1026. The isobarD(1.232) has no com-
petitors in this energy range.

The distributions over the pion energyEp , nucleon energyEN , and pion~nucleon!
momentumq in the rest frame of the isobar have the form

ds

dEp
5s~Ep!5

m~Ep!

AmN
21Ep

22mp
2

s~m~Ep!!,

ds

dEN
5s~EN!5

m~EN!

Amp
21EN

22mN
2

s~m~EN!! ~9!

ds

dq
5s~q!5

qm~q!

A~mN
21q2!~mp

21q2!
s~m~q!!,

where

m~Ep!5Ep1AmN
21Ep

22mp
2 , m~EN!5EN1Amp

21EN
22mN

2 ,

m~q!5Amp
21q21AmN

21q2, q~m~q!!5q.

The distributions(Ep) is presented in Fig. 2.

The amplitudes~3! and ~4! can be used to construct the spin density matrix of
isobar and the angular distributions of the decay products in the helicity frame, i.e.,
rest frame of the isobar with the axis of quantization directed along the 3-momentu
the isobar in the center-of-mass frame of the reaction.

For the decayD→pN, the angular distribution integrated over the azimuthal an
is
316 316JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Achasov et al.
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dWp~N!

dcosu
5

1

11
mN
2

3m2

H 34S 11
mN
2

9m2D sin2u1
mN
2

3m2 cos
2uJ , ~10!

whereu is the angle between the direction of the 3-momentum of the pion~nucleon! and
the quantization axis. Form5mD

dWp~N!

d cosu
50.67 sin2u10.16 cos2u. ~11!

We note that averaging the distribution~10! overm changes the coefficients in Eq.~11!
by less than 1%.

In deriving the distribution~10! we employed the phenomenological Lagrangi
describing the interaction of an isobar with a nucleon and pion,5

L5
G

mN
~ c̄n~x!c~x!]nf~x!1h.c.!, ~12!

wheref(x) is the pion field.

In the center-of-mass frame of the reaction, 64% of the isobars emerge at an
of not more than 10° with respect to the beam axis. Therefore, the axis of quantizat
close to the beam axis. Since the momentum of the isobars is small~of the order of 100
MeV!, it is obvious that because the pions~nucleons! emerge predominantly perpendicu
lar to the quantization axis in the rest frame of isobar~see Eq.~10!!, the pions~nucleons!
will emerge predominantly transverse to the beam axis.

Twice as manyp0 mesons asp1 (p2) mesons are produced in the decay
D1(1.232) (D0(1.232)). This property can be used to analyze the composition of
residual gas.

For the decayD→gN, the angular distribution integrated over the azimuthal an
is given by

FIG. 2. Pion energy distribution in the rest frame of the isobar.
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dWg~N!

dcosq
5

1

S 11
mN
2

3m2D 2H
1

4S 11
2mN

2

m2 1
mN
4

9m4D sin2q1S 11
mN
4

9m4D cos2qJ
50.386 sin2q10.728 cos2q, ~13!

whereq is the angle between the direction of the 3-momentum of the photon~nucleon!
and the quantization axis.

To obtain the energy and momentum distributions for the proc
e7N→e7D→e7gN it is necessary to make the following substitution in Eqs.~5! and
~7!:

G~D→pN,m!→G~D→gN,m!

5BR~D→gN,mD!•GD~mD!
mD

m S 11mN
2 /3m2

11mN
2 /3mD

2 D 2v~m!3/v~mD!3

11v~m!2/v~mD!2
, ~14!

and the substitutionsEp→v, q→v, andmp→0 in Eq. ~9!, wherev is the photon
energy in the rest frame of the isobar, andv(m)5m(12mN

2 /m2)/2.

The expected number ofD isobars produced per unit time per length of the vacu
chamber of the accelerator is

N5
2I

e
nsF 1

m•sG ,
wheren is the density of interacting nucleons in the vacuum chamber andI is the current
in one beam.

The nucleon densityn is determined by the pressure and partial composition of
gas. The residual gas pressure isp.3•1029 Torr.8 The gas contains mainly H2 — 50%,
CO — 30%, and CO2 — 20%.8 The density of molecules can be estimated from
formula

p5nMkT,

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant andT5300 K is the gas temperature~determined by the
temperature of the accelerator walls!. Then we obtainnM.1014 m23. The effective
number of nucleons in the nuclei with which the electrons interact in this process e
A2/3, whereA is the number of nucleons in the nucleus. Taking account of the pa
composition of the gas, the effective nucleon density isn57•1014 nucleons/m3.

So, for a currentI51 A and cross sections53 mb the number of isobars produce
per unit time per unit length isN52 events/m•s. Although this counting rate is low
compared with the counting rate from thef meson resonance;1 kHz, the events of this
process can nonetheless make it difficult to distinguish rare decays in thef factory, and
for this reason it must be taken into account when processing the experimental da

A study of the process of electroproduction of theD isobar in experiments with the
SND detector in the VE´PP-2M accelerator complex in Novosibirsk has now begun.
318 318JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Achasov et al.
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Anomalous reflection of light in novel distributed-
feedback structures

S. M. Loktev, V. A. Sychugov, and B. A. Usievich
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

O. Parriaux
Friedrich-Schiller-Universita¨t, 07743 Jena, Germany

~Submitted 5 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 301–305~25 February 1997!

The possibility that lasing can occur in a rippled waveguide structure
containing a high-reflectivity layer is studied. Lasing is achieved ex-
perimentally in a waveguide structure with an active buffer layer. Dif-
ferent mechanisms of distributed feedback in the structure are
examined. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00204-1#

PACS numbers: 42.79.Gn, 78.20.Ci, 42.25.Fx, 42.72.Bj

Investigations of the radiation of light in rippled~corrugated! waveguides containing
high-reflectivity layers1,2 have revealed the possibility of practically loss-free propaga
of light along such structures~see Fig. 1!. The point is that under the condition

2kbAnb22~n*2l/L!252pm, ~1!

a radl@1, ~2!

wherek52p/l, a rad is the radiative loss of light in the rippled waveguide andn* is the
effective refractive index of the mode, the so-called ‘‘total’’ external~anomalous! reflec-
tion of light from the surface of the rippled waveguide plays the main role in the pr
gation of light.3,4 The essence of this effect is that the light incident on the waveg
from the buffer layer at the angle of excitation of the waveguide mode undergoes 1
reflection from the surface of the rippled waveguide. Since the reflection of light from
ideally reflecting metal~or multilayer dielectric! mirror is also 100%, a mode of th
structure can propagate along the structure without loss. The field distribution o
mode under the conditions~1! and ~2! is also shown in Fig. 1. The presence of t
electromagnetic field of this mode inside the buffer layer indicates that there is a p
bility of achieving amplification of this mode if the buffer layer is an active medium. T
condition will be realized at wavelengths determined by the dispersion relation

2kbAnb22nb*
252mp ~3!

for buffer-layer modes with effective refractive indexnb* . In our experiments on lasing in
the waveguide structure under study, a Ta2O5 (nf52.02) film, deposited on a glas
substrate (ns51.51), was used as the waveguide. The top boundary of the Ta2O5 film
was rippled. The period of the ripple was equal toLc50.33mm and the depth of the
ripple reached 2s5300 Å. Ethylene glycol with rhodamine 6G (C'1023 mol.%! served
320 3200021-3640/97/040320-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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as the buffer layer. The buffer layer was;100mm thick. The dye was pumped with th
second harmonic of a Nd31:YAG laser (lp50.53mm!. In our experiments the thicknes
hw of the waveguide film was 1650 Å, and it was therefore impossible to polish the
faces and to produce mirrors on them. For this reason, other approaches were u
produce feedback. One approach is to deposit an additional grating, operating
autocollimation regime~Fig. 2a!, on the metallic mirror. The period of this grating mu
equal

La5
lgen

2nb sinub
. ~4!

The lasing wavelengthlgen will then be determined by the expression

lgen5
2n*LaLc

2La1Lc
. ~5!

The practical implementation of such a feedback system requires that the lines
grating on the waveguide and the grating on the metallic mirror must be strictly pa

FIG. 1. Transverse cross section of a waveguide structure with a grating. The field distributions of the
are shown.

FIG. 2. a — Waveguide structure with two gratings. The grating on the waveguide provides coupling wi
thick active layer. A second grating is deposited on a metal surface and operates in the autocollimation
It provides the distributed feedback. b — Waveguide structure with one grating. Experimental arrangemen
321 321JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Loktev et al.
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to each other; this makes it much more difficult to align this scheme. However,
difficulty can be eliminated if a single grating on the waveguide performs the function
both gratings~Fig. 2b!. This is achieved in this case whenLa5Lc . For this choice of the
period of the waveguide grating, two waveguide modes propagating in the Ta2O5 film in
opposite directions turn out to be coupled. In our experiment the period of the grating
taken to be 0.472mm, which gave a lasing wavelength at the maximum of the gain b
lgen50.56mm, since the effective index of the waveguide mode wasn*51.788, and
lgen52n*L/3. The lasing spectrum in this situation consisted of two narrow lines,
placed from each other byDl516 Å. It is well known5 that the spectral separation o
two laser lines of a distributed-feedback laser is determined by the rela
Dl5l2k/np, wherek is the coupling constant of the counterpropagating waves in
active medium andn is the index of refraction of these waves. This relation was obtai
for distributed feedback acting in the21-st order of diffraction. To estimatek in our
structure it is necessary to find the corresponding value ofn and be confident that in ou
case feedback is realized in the21-st order of diffraction. The latter condition, inciden
tally, is obvious, since on a grating withL50.472mm the autocollimation reflection o
light in the active layer does indeed occur in the21-st order of diffraction. In our case
n must equal the effective index of refractionnstr* for a mode of the structure shown i
Fig. 1. This quantity can be found from the conditionLa5Lc , and is found to be
nstr* 5nb sinub5n* /3. Substituting the value obtained fornstr* into the formula forDl
makes it possible to findk, which is found to be 96 cm21. Why is this value so high in
our structure? The point is that the feedback in the structure under study is due t
processes: reflection of the mode of the rippled waveguide in the23-rd order of diffrac-
tion of light and autocollimation reflection of light in the buffer layer. It should be no
that here this autocollimation reflection is of an anomalous character~similar to the
anomalous specular reflection of light, mentioned above!, since it occurs with the par
ticipation of waveguide modes excited in the11-st and22-nd order of diffraction of
light by the grating.

Our estimates of the coefficient of autocollimation reflection of light from
rippled interface of two media — a liquid (nb51.43) and tantalum oxide (nf52.02) —
and from the rippled surface of the waveguide in our structure reveal a substantia
ference:RL50.27% andRL abnormal56.8%. This confirms the fact that the wavegui
modes play a large role in the anomalous autocollimation reflection of light. We note
that if the autocollimation reflection of light is realized not in the21-st but rather in
some other order of diffraction of light, then the period of the grating must be ch
from the condition

lgen5
2n*L

uKu12
, ~6!

whereK is the order of the autocollimation diffraction. The caseK50 is of special
interest, since in this case the specularly reflected and autocollimation waves propa
the same direction.6 We shall present the caseK50 in subsequent papers.

Let us return once again to the beginning of this letter and turn to Fig. 1, w
shows the field distribution of a mode of the combined waveguide structure. We
attention to the fact that the angleub characterizing this mode can be positive or negati
322 322JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Loktev et al.
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In the latter case the mode of the structure transfers energy along the waveguid
direction opposite to the direction of propagation of the waveguide mode in the rip
waveguide. Since the mode of the combined waveguide structure is essentially a
position of a mode of the buffer layer and a mode of a conventional waveg
~Ta2O5), the resulting energy flux is determined by the difference of the energy fl
transferred by the buffer-layer mode and the waveguide-layer mode. In the prese
gain in the buffer layer and resonant coupling of the modes indicated above, the los
the waveguide mode in the Ta2O5 film and the losses of the buffer-layer mode can
compensated by the gain of the buffer-layer mode, and this will result in lasing in
combined waveguide structure at a wavelength determined by the condition

lgen5
L

n*2nb*
. ~7!

The quantitynb* is determined by the dispersion relation~3!.

The possible modes of oscillation in the experimental structure are shown in F
for the caseub,0. The existence of the modes of oscillation indicated in Fig. 3a es
tially means that forub,0 our structure is in itself a structure with distributed feedba
and lasing can be achieved in it without any mirrors. The difference of our distrib
feedback structure from the standard structures lies in the fact that it is a quite wide
structure, and all buffer-layer modes for which the gain exceeds the loss will lase in
structure. To demonstrate this possibility experimentally, we employed a two-m

FIG. 3. a — Possible modes of oscillation in a structure withL,l/n* , b — radiation spectrum of the secon
mode.
323 323JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Loktev et al.
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waveguide~Ta2O5 film on glasshw50.32 mm! with ripple periodL50.33 mm and
length of the rippled sectionl;2 mm. In the experiment we achieved lasing at t
wavelengthl50.56mm on the second mode of the rippled waveguide, for which
angleub523.1°, which corresponds ton*51.564. The width of the lasing spectrum
equalled 170 Å, and the spectrum consisted of a set of 16 lines corresponding
modes of the buffer layer~see Fig. 3b!.

In summary, our investigations show the following:

1! A waveguide layer with an active zone of quite large volume can be obtaine
using the medium adjoining the rippled waveguide layer as the active material;

2! the autocollimation anomalous reflection of light from the surface of the ripp
waveguide makes a large contribution to the intermode coupling constant; and,

3! a waveguide structure containing a high-reflectivity mirror is in itself
distributed-feedback structure if the ripple period is such as to permit extraction of
into the buffer layer at an angleub,0.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
95-02-06173!.
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Vibrational transitions in experiments with a scanning
tunneling microscope

F. I. Dalidchik, M. V. Grishin, S. A. Kovalevski , and N. N. Kolchenko
N. N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 27 December 1996; resubmitted 29 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 306–310~25 February 1997!

A method of in-cavity scanning tunneling spectroscopy is proposed by
which one can observe distinct spectra of electronic–vibrational field-
emission resonances. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00304-6#

PACS numbers: 61.16.Ch, 73.20.Hb

Scanning tunneling~ST! microscopy and spectroscopy are the only modern meth
by which one can study the electronic structure of the surfaces of conducting mater
atomic resolution.1 There are many known applications of the scanning tunneling mi
scope~STM! for topographic and spectroscopic measurements of the structure and
erties of the most diverse systems~see, for example, Refs. 2 and 3!. These measurement
are usually conducted foreV,f, wheref'5 eV is the electronic work function.

Topographic measurements yield direct information about the geometry of su
structures. Spectroscopic measurements make it possible to reconstruct the electr
sity distribution near the surfaces being studied, but information about the dynam
surface complexes cannot be obtained by the conventional methods of scanning tun
microscopy. Many attempts to observe vibrational transitions in adsorbed atoms b
methods of scanning tunneling microscopy, which repeat the scheme of macros
tunneling inelastic spectroscopy4 have been unsuccessful.5

There are two reasons for these failures. First, the probability of excitation o
vibrational degrees of freedom of molecules and adatoms under nonresonance con
of interaction of the particles with electrons is small.~The probability does not excee
;(a0 /R0)

du<1022, wherea0 is the amplitude of the zero-point vibrations,R0 is the
equilibrium value of the vibrational coordinate, anddu is the change in the vibrationa
quantum number.! The second reason is the difficulty of finding systems that meet
conditions for a strong resonance interaction,6 viz., E0'EF , G<v, anda>1, which are
necessary in order for sufficiently intense vibrational transitions to be excited (E0 is the
energy of the resonance level,EF is the Fermi energy,G is the reciprocal of the lifetime
of the resonances,v is the vibrational frequency, anda is the electron–vibrationa
interaction constant in the resonance complex!.

These difficulties can be overcome by using a STM operating in the field-emis
mode, i.e., for voltagesV.f'5 V.7 Under these conditions the path of an electron fro
the tip to the surface contains a segment of classically allowed motion,l c;(12 f/V)d
(d is the tip–surface distance, and the voltage on the sample is positive!. When the
325 3250021-3640/97/040325-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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condition l c;nl/2, n51,2,3,. . . , wherel is the electron wavelength, is met in th
three-dimensional cavity formed by the potential barrier and the surface being stud
standing wave — a field-emission resonance~FER! — is formed;n is the number of
resonance.8,9 The probability of a tunneling transition is maximum for voltages

Vn5En1f, En.0, ~1!

whereEn is the energy level of thenth FER, measured from the vacuum level of t
surface. Under these conditions the transition of an electron through the vacuum
includes a stage where an intermediate short-lived state is formed, whose lifetimetn is
determined by the period of the motion of the electron in the STM cav
Tn'(]En /]n)

21, and by the electron reflection coefficient of the surfaceK(En):

tn;Tn /~12K !, e5\5m51. ~2!

When an adsorbed particle or local surface vibrations are present in the cavity, elec
transitions~from the tip into the ‘‘cavity’’ and from the ‘‘cavity’’ into the sample! will
shake the vibrational subsystem, inducing~for G<v, a.16! intense multiple-quantum
transitions. In experiments with a STM this should be manifested in the characte
features of tunneling currents, similar to those which are observed in transmission
surements in experiments on electron scattering by gaseous targets.10,11 Indeed, let the
voltage applied to the STM be close to the value determined by formula~1!. Let

G
]r t,s

]E U
EF

!1, ~3!

av!V, ~4!

i.e., the characteristic features of the currents which are of interest to us are not r
with either the changes in the electron density of states of the tip (r t) or sample (rs) or
with threshold defects, which are important only forV;av,f. For simplicity, we
neglect nonresonant tunneling transitions and write out the expression for the STM
rent in which averaging over the vibrational distributionf (ui) is performed.~For suffi-
ciently strong currents and sufficiently slow relaxation of the vibrational excitation,
distribution can differ from the equilibrium distribution.! According to Eqs.~22!–~25! of
Ref. 6, we have

J~V,d!5constEEF

(
ui

f ~ui !(
u

Gn
t ~ui ,u,V,d!Gn

s~u,V,d!

~E1v0~ui11/2!2En~u,V,d!!21Gn
2~u,V,d!

dE.

~5!

HereEF is the Fermi level of the tip,v0 is the frequency of the vibrational subsystem
the STM cavity~local surface vibration or adsorbed particle!,

En~u,V,d!5En~V,d!1vn~V,d!~u11/2!, u50, 1, 2, . . . , ~6!

are the energy levels of the complex formed by an electron trapped by the cavity an
vibrational degrees of freedom of the cavity,vn(V,d) is the corresponding vibrationa
frequency of the complex,Gn

t (ui ,u,V,d) is the probability of a transition of an electro
from the tip into the cavity,Gn

s(u,V,d) is the probability of a transition of an electro
into the sample (Gn

s(u,V,d)5(uf
Gn
s(u,uf ,V,d), Gn

s(u,uf ,V,d) is the partial decay prob
326 326JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Dalidchik et al.
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ability of the complex (n, u), corresponding to a transition of the vibrational subsyst
into the stateuf , Gn(u,V,d)5Gn

s(u,V,d)1Gn
t (u,V,d)is the reciprocal of the sojourn

time of an electron in the cavity, andGn
t (u,V,d)5(ui

Gn
t (ui ,u,V,d)).

The energy parameters of the complex evidently depend onV andd. These depen-
dences lead to the appearance in the STM currents,J(V,d), of resonance features whos
spectra are determined by the roots of the equation

V5f2v0~ui11/2!2En~u,V,d!, ~7!

which corresponds to the condition that the level of the complex equals the Fermi le
the tip.

The vibrational frequencies in the complex must be close to the frequencies of
vibrations of an isolated sample (v0'vn(V,d)), since the field in the STM is usually
much weaker than the atomic field~for V<10 V, d>10 Å, F'V/d<1022 a.u.!. The
functionsEn(V,d) andGn

s,t(V,d) are most important for the formation of the charact
istic features of the functionsJ(V,d). The functionsEn(V,d) andGn

s,t(V,d) are deter-
mined by the geometry of the STM cavity and the electron reflection coefficient o
surface. In the simplest 1D model of a triangular potential well

En~V!'S cVnd D 2/3, c;1. ~8!

The functionsGn
t (V,d) are determined by the penetrability of the field barrier separa

the STM cavity from the tip

Gn
t ~V,d!;expS 2

4EF
3/2d

3V D .
The functionsGn

s(V,d) are determined by the electronic transmission coefficient of
surface layers of the sample.

We assume below for definiteness thatd5 const. Then, according to Eqs.~7! and
~8!, the spectrum of the resonance values of the voltages has the form

Vn~u,ui !5f1an2/31v0~u2ui !,

Vn~u,ui !2f!f~n51,2, . . . ;u,ui50, 1, 2, . . .!, ~9!

a'S cf

d D 2/3. ~10!

The surface vibrational frequenciesv0 correspond to values;0.0520.5 eV and the
electronic transition frequencies for characteristic values off andd (;5 eV and 10 Å,
respectively! are 1–2 eV according to the estimate~10! with n;1, i.e., the spectra of the
resonance features of the currents of STMs operating in the field-emission regime
have the form of electronic–vibrational bands in which both ‘‘Stokes’’ (u.ui) and
‘‘anti-Stokes’’ (u,ui) lines can be observed.

Analysis of expression~5! shows that the form of the resonance feature can
different. It is determined by the ratios of the six energy parameters
327 327JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Dalidchik et al.
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s,tD 21

, v0 and av0. ~11!

Analysis of the line shapes of the resonance features of a STM operating in the
emission regime falls outside the scope of this letter. We shall merely indicate the
ditions under which these features have the form of resonance peaks. For this, th
essary conditions are

Gn,v0, ~12!

v0tm>1S tm5maxS ] ln Gn
s,t

]E D
EF
D . ~13!

It is natural to conjecture that the condition for the formation of long-lived comple
i.e., the inequality~12!, can be satisfied for metal surfaces coated with a thin dielec
layer, for example, an appropriate oxide. For pure metals containing isolated ads
particles,G>v0.

8,9 Analysis of expression~5! shows that under these conditions res
nance features can be observed in the conductivity of the STM, which should have
of broadened~up toaG) maxima with fine-scale oscillatory structure on both shoulde
An example of such features can be found in Ref. 8, where the conductivity of a
scanning the Ni~100! surface containing isolated oxygen atoms was measured~see Fig.
2 of Ref. 8, curveC!.

To observe the electronic–vibrational field-emission resonance bands we perfo
systematic measurements of the functionsJ(V) in a Omicron STM with a platinum tip
scanning a titanium surface in air. The spectraJ(V) were measured at 104 different
points of the 103102 nm surface forV ranging from210 to 10 eV. The step inV was
of the order of 0.01 V, which was necessary to resolve the fine~vibrational! structure of
the bands~in the latter case, averaging over 2–4 neighboring values ofV was performed
in order to eliminate the fine-scale current fluctuations!. Different values ofd, for which

FIG. 1. Electronic–vibrational series of field-emission resonances.
328 328JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Dalidchik et al.
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J(V) were measured, were fixed by setting the currentJ0 with the maximum voltage
Vmax. The electronic–vibrational bands, examples of which are displayed in Figs. 1
2, were measured forJ0(10 V)510 nA. In the overwhelming majority of the cases t
distances in energy between the neighboring vibrational lines were close to 0.1 eV,
corresponds to the frequency of local vibrations of titanium oxide (v050.09 eV!.12

Ordinarily, three or four equidistant vibrational lines, corresponding to one- and mult
quantum ‘‘Stokes’’ transitions, can be distinguished in each band~see Fig. 2!. Lines of
one-quantum ‘‘anti-Stokes’’ transitions were also visible in the vibrational bands at s
rate points on the surface. An example of such spectra is given in Fig. 1. Beside
series withv0'0.1 eV, we also obtained spectra with frequenciesv0 close to the fre-
quencies of the chemically adsorbed molecules CO~2185 cm21), OH ~3650 cm21), and
O2 ~1680 cm21).13 Data from these measurements will be published separately.

In summary, this letter has demonstrated the observation of electronic–vibra
interactions in experiments in STMs. These effects can be used to study the dynam
the motion of individual adsorbed particles occupying on the surface different but st
determined~according to topographic measurements! positions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
96-03-34129!.
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Linear response of layered superconductors with d
pairing to a longitudinal electric field

S. N. Artemenkoa) and A. G. Kobel’kov
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
103907 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 24 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 311–316~25 February 1997!

Simple expressions are obtained for the current and charge densities in
layered superconductors withd pairing. The conductivities describing
the response to solenoidal and potential electric fields are determined
by the momentum relaxation time and the imbalance time of the popu-
lations of the branches of the quasiparticle spectrum and exhibit a dif-
ferent frequency dependence. The collective modes associated with the
oscillations of the potential electric field are investigated. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00404-0#

PACS numbers: 74.72.2h, 74.80.Dm, 74.20.Mn, 74.25.Fg

A great deal of experimental evidence supportingd pairing in high-Tc superconduc-
tors has been obtained recently with the aid of Josephson experiments,1 angle-resolved
photoemission measurements,2 and a number of other methods. At the same time, it
been possible to describe many properties of high-Tc superconductors on the basis of
model with d pairing ~see, for example, Ref. 3 and the references cited therein!. The
presence of nodes of a superconducting gap in thed-superconductors means that effec
due to quasiparticles and their relaxation should play a much larger role in them th
superconductors with isotropic pairing. Specifically, the behavior of the potential ele
field, associated with the relaxation of the population difference of the branches o
quasiparticle spectrum, should differ substantially.4–6Our objective in the present work i
to calculate the linear response of a layered superconductor withd pairing and to inves-
tigate the collective oscillations associated with the potential electric field.

The linear response of a superconductor is ordinarily taken to be the respons
transverse~solenoidal! electric field determined by the time derivative of the vec
potential. This is how the response was calculated in, for example, Ref. 7 for the ca
d pairing. However, in inhomogeneous and anisotropic systems a longitudinal field
appear even when a purely transverse external electromagnetic field is applied. W
show that the quasiparticle currents arising under the action of potential and sole
fields are characterized by different electrical conductivities. Moreover, it turns out th
the case ofd pairing the decrease in the number of quasiparticles in a quite wide
perature range is compensated by an increase in the scattering time, as a result o
the normal-electron current and the associated dissipation processes can be sub
even at low temperatures. To study these effects, we derive simple expressions
current and charge densities produced by gradient-invariant vector and scalar pote
and we use the obtained expressions to investigate collective oscillations. Our ca
331 3310021-3640/97/040331-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tions are based on the kinetic equations for the Green’s functions, which are a mo
tion of the classical equations of superconductivity.8 We will not be interested in the
nature of the interaction leading tod pairing; we assume that the symmetry of the ord
parameter is determined by the symmetry of the interaction potential in the
consistency condition. This semiphenomenological approach is used to described pairing
in many works on high-Tc superconductors~see, for example, Refs. 3, 7, and 9!.

We are studying a layered superconductor in two limits. In the first limit, usin
continuous representation we study the motion of a band nature~itinerant motion! of
electrons between layers, which is valid fort'@n, where t' is the overlap integral
describing the electron spectrum in a perpendicular direction,e'52t'cosdp' , d is the
lattice constant in the perpendicular direction, andn is the reciprocal of the mean fre
time in a direction parallel to the layers. In the second limit, we employ the equatio
Refs. 10 and 11 in Wannier’s discrete representation, studying the opposite
t'!n, corresponding to incoherent transitions between the layers~this approach is close
to the model of Ref. 12, where electron transitions between layers occur only as a
of scattering, and the overlap integralt'is neglected!. The results obtained in both case
are virtually identical, and for this reason we shall study mainly the band-type motion
then we shall note how the results differ in the case of hopping conductivity betwee
layers.

To derive the equations, in contrast to Ref. 8, we integrate Green’s functions
respect toj5pi

2/2m2eF , wherepi is the component of the momentum parallel to t
layers. As a result, we obtain an equation for the retarded~advanced! Green’s function
gR(A) and for the functiongK related with the quasiparticle distribution function, whic
depend on the perpendicular component of the momentump' and on the anglef deter-
mining the direction ofpi . Each function is a matrix with respect to the spin indices

The unperturbed retarded and advance functions can be represented in an e
form as gR(A)5sza

R(A)1 isyb
R(A), where aR(A)5(e1 in^aR(A)&f/2)/j

R(A) and
bR(A)5D(f)/jR(A). The bracketŝ . . . & denote averaging with respect to the variab
indicated in the subscript,jR(A)56A(e1 in^a(RA)&f/2)

22D(f)2.

We shall solve the equation for the anomalous function determined in the sta
manner asgK5gR(e,e8)tanh(e8/2T)2gA(e,e8)tanh(e/2T)1g(a)(e,e8):

v–¹g~a!2@e1sz1D~f!isy#g
~a!1g~a!@e2sz1D~f!isy#

2~SRg~a!2gRS~a!1S~a!gA2g~a!SA!5a@~v–Pssz1m!gA2gR~v–Pssz1m!#.

~1!

HereD(f) andx are the amplitude and phase of the order parameter,v is the velocity at
the Fermi surface,Ps5(1/2)¹x2A is the superconducting momentum,m5(1/2)
3(]x/]t)1F, A and F are the vector and scalar electromagnetic potenti
a5tanhe1/2T2tanhe2/2T, andsy,z are Pauli matrices. The quantitiesPs andm play
the role of gradient-invariant potentials. The functionsgR(A) in Eq. ~1! depend on the
energiese65e6v/2, respectively. The mass operators in the collision integral have
form
332 332JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 S. N. Artemenko and A. G. Kobl’kov
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p/d dp'8

2p/dE0
2p df8

2p
n~p' ,f;p'8 ,f8!ĝi~p'8 ,f8!, ~2!

where i5R, A, and K; n is the elastic scattering rate in the normal state. Stric
speaking, Eq.~2! describes impurity scattering in the Born approximation, but it can a
be used to describe scattering by phonons in neglect of the inelasticity of the scat
Confining ourselves to the Born approximation, we shall neglect the localized s
produced by impurities at the Fermi surface~see Ref. 13 and the references cited there!.
Therefore our results are valid when the characteristic quasiparticle energy is greate
the width of the band of impurity states,T.ADn.

We shall simplify the momentum dependence ofn, neglecting the dependence of th
scattering on the angle in the plane of the layers. Since in-layer scattering suppres
order parameter and scattering between the layers does not and in order to take a
of the possibility of a different temperature dependence of in-layer and between-
scattering, we retain the difference between scatterings in the parallel and perpen
directions, distinguishing components corresponding to the isotropic scattering,n, and
scattering in the perpendicular direction,n' :

n~p' ,f;p'8 ,f8!5n1n'd~f2f8!.

We solve Eq.~1! for continuously varying perturbationsuq–vu!n, when the changes
in all quantities in the plane of the layers are smaller than the mean free path length
condition is satisfied in the most interesting frequency range, since the charact
values of 1/q are determined either by the magnetic field penetration depth~at low
frequencies! or the skin depth~at high frequencies!. These lengths are greater than t
mean free path length, if the frequency of the oscillations lies below the frequency
of the anomalous skin effect. Then the solution for the componentsg(a) determining the
quasiparticle charge and current densities have the form

~1/2!Tr^g~a!&52
am

A
S h1

~1/2!q2v2h11k2^vz
2&p'

h2

A
D

2
a

A
^v2q–Pia/js

21k^vz
2&p'

P'a/~jsz!&f , ~3!

~1/2!Tr sz^vg
~a!&52a K v~v–Pi!

12aRaA2bRbA

js
L

f

2
am

A
^v„v–q!a/js

2&f , ~4!

~1/2!Tr sz^vzg
~a!&52a^vz

2&p'
P'K 12aRaA2bRbA

z L
f

2
am

A
k^vz

2&p'
^a/~jsz!&f .

~5!

Here h5^(12aRaA1bRbA)/js&f , h15^(12aRaA1bRbA)/js
3&f , h25^(12aRaA

1bRbA)/(js
2z)&f , and A512( i /2)nh, and the components of the retarded and

vanced functions once again depend on the energiese6v/2, respectively. Next,
a5(aR2aA)/2, Pi andP' are the components ofPs parallel and perpendicular to th
layers,q andk are the components of the wave vector parallel and perpendicular t
layers,js5jR(e1v/2)1jA(e2v/2), andz5js1 in' .
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The solutions of the equations for the perturbations of the retarded~advanced!
Green’s function, similar to Eq.~1!, are obtained by replacinga by 1 and interchanging
all superscriptsR(A). The current and charge densities are calculated by integrating
~3!–~5! over energy together with solutions for the retarded and advanced Green’s
tions, which, being substituted intogK, determine the superconducting current. We sh
integrate in the limit of low frequencies,v!D, whereD is the maximum value of the
superconducting gap, having in mind in so doing a pure superconductor,D,Tc@n ~the
opposite limit corresponds to a zero-gap state!. In this case the linear response can
represented in a simple form, admitting a clear interpretation in the spirit of a two-
model:

2 ivr52 ivg
k2

4p
m1~s2iq

21s2'k
2!m1v~s1iq–Pi1s1'kP'!, ~6!

j i5
c2

4pl i
2Pi2 i ~vs0iPi1s1iqm!, ~7!

j'5
c2

4pl'
2 P'2 i ~vs0'P'1s1'km!, ~8!

wherek21 is the Thomas–Fermi screening length,l i(') is the penetration depth of th
magnetic field for currents parallel~perpendicular! to the layers. The factorg and the
conductivitiessna (n50, 1, 2 anda5 l ,t) depend on the frequency:

g511E
2`

`

de
v^a0&f

~v1 inb!

dnF
de

, ~9!

sna52sNa

1

ta
E

2`

`

deK iu~ ueu2uD~f!u!a0
122nvn

~v1 i ña!~v1 inb!
n

dnF
de L

f

. ~10!

HeresNa is the normal-state conductivity in the directiona, nF is the Fermi distribution
function,a05e/Ae22D2; ñ i5n^a&f andñ'5 ñ i1n' /a0 are the reciprocals of the qua
siparticle momentum relaxation times for the corresponding directions. Fin
nb5n^D2(f)a0 /e

2&f describes the electron–hole imbalance relaxation rate, whic
d-superconductors is determined by elastic scattering.

The first terms in Eqs.~7! and ~8! describe the superconducting current, and
remaining terms describe the quasiparticle current. It is evident from the definition o
electric fieldE52¹m2 ivPs that the simple expressionj5ŝE for the quasiparticle
does not hold, sincesna are different for the contributions of the scalar and vec
potentials to the electric field. In addition, the frequency dispersion of the elect
conductivitiess0a , describing the response to a solenoidal field, is determined onl
the quasiparticle momentum relaxation time, and the dispersion ofs1a , which describe
the response to a potential field, also depends on the electron–hole imbalance rela
time.

According to Eq.~6!, the changes in the current density are determined by
changes in the potentialm, which is associated with the imbalance of the density
334 334JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 S. N. Artemenko and A. G. Kobl’kov
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electron- and hole-like excitations~see Refs. 5 and 6!, and by the spatial changes of th
quasiparticle currents. The equation~6! plays the role of the continuity equation fo
quasiparticles.

In the limit of small differences of the order parameter between the layers
results obtained in a discrete model for the case of incoherent transitions of ele
between layers,t'!n, are similar to the results obtained above for the itinerant motio
the perpendicular direction. They can be obtained from Eqs.~6!–~10! by replacingP' by
(xn2xn21)/d with n'50, wherexn is the phase of the order parameter in the la
n.

Let us consider the case of low temperaturesD@T. Let the angular dependence
the gap parameter have the simplest form ford pairing:D5D0 cos 2f. Averaging over
angles, we obtain for the characteristic times at low temperat
t̃ i[1/ñ i5D0/(2Tn)'tb@1/n. Therefore the quasiparticle momentum relaxation ti
increases as}1/T compared with the electron scattering time in the normal state.
obtain for the response to a solenoidal field

s0a5sNaPaRa~v!, Ri5E
0

` xdx

~x2 ivt̃ i!cosh
2x
,

R'5
2~n1n'!

pn E
0

`

dxE
0

1 xdy

~x2 ivt̃ i1n't̃ iA12y2!cosh2x
, ~11!

wheret'51/(n i1n'). Let us consider a current in the plane of the layers. Accordin
Eq. ~11!, for vt̃ i!1, when scattering is important,Ri51, i.e., the decrease in the qu
siparticle density with decreasing temperature is compensated by an increase in the
free time of the quasiparticles. At high frequenciesv@1/t̃ i we obtain
Ri5 i (12Ns)/vt i , whereNs512(T/D0)ln 45(l(0)/l(T))2'1 describes the decreas
in the density of superconducting electrons. In this case, the scattering can be neg
and the quasiparticle current, which adds with the superconducting current, describ
free motion of all electrons.

Let us now consider the conductivity in a direction perpendicular to the layer
either n'!1/t̃ i or n'!v, we obtainR'5Ri /nt' , i.e., the conductivitys' is deter-
mined by scattering in the plane of the layers. In the opposite case,n'@1/t̃ i and
n'@v, the contribution of the quasiparticles can be neglected.

We now examine the plasma oscillations of the superconducting electrons.
oscillations have been observed in high-Tc superconductors

14 and have been investigate
theoretically in a number of works~see, for example, Refs. 11, 15, and 16! assuming
isotropic pairing. To calculate their spectra, expressions~6!–~8! must be substituted into
Maxwell’s equations. In the long-wavelength limit we obtain a result which differs fr
the case ofs pairing11 primarily by the damping:

v25v0
2S 11k2l i

21q2l'
2

11k2l i
2 2 iR'vt'D . ~12!

The last term in Eq.~12! at low frequencies describes damping due to dielectric re
ation. According to Eq.~11!, the damping is determined by the large quantitysN only at
335 335JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 S. N. Artemenko and A. G. Kobl’kov
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frequencies less than the reciprocal of the quasiparticle scattering time,v,nT/D!n. At
frequencies of the orderv0, the damping is small. For this reason, plasma oscillati
remain weakly damped.

At high temperatures,D!T, the effective relaxation time of the imbalance becom
much longer than the momentum relaxation time. In superconductors with isotropic
ing at such temperatures and frequenciesv@n(D/T)2, there exist weakly-damped co
lective oscillations of the electron–hole imbalance~Carlson–Goldman mode!. This is
expressed mathematically in that in such superconductors the factorg in Eq. ~6!, to
which the frequency of the oscillations is proportional, is real~see review6!. In
d-superconductorsg5(pD0/2T)Ain/v contains a large imaginary part and the oscil
tions are strongly damped.

In the static limit, our equations determine the penetration depth of the electric
in the superconductor when current flows through the boundary with normal metal.
length for thea direction equalsl EApD0Da/4Tn, which agrees with the result of Re
17. Here the diffusion coefficients are related with the conductivities in the correspon
direction by the relationDak254psNa

.

In conclusion we note that, as can be shown, the obtained results largely rem
force also in the case when the symmetry of the order parameter is different from
close tod symmetry:^D(f)&2!^D(f)2&. The main changes in this case reduce to
somewhat different angular and energy dependences of the momentum and electro
imbalance relaxation times.

a!e-mail: Art@mail.cplire.ru
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Acoustic light diffraction, associated with the modulation
of the polarization of the light, in an easy-plane
antiferromagnet

E. A. Turova)

Institute of Metal Physics, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 62021
Ekaterinburg, Russia

~Submitted 27 December, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 317–321~25 February 1997!

The intensity of acoustic light diffraction by an easy-plane antiferro-
magnet in the Raman–Nath regime, due to a photoelastic interaction of
antiferromagnetic origin, is calculated in the case when there is no
modulation of the refractive index to first order in the acoustic defor-
mations, and the entire effect is due to the linear modulation of the light
polarization. Quantitative estimates are made for FeBO3. © 1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00504-5#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Ee, 78.20.Hp, 42.25.Fx, 75.80.1q

Photoelastic interaction~PEI! due to acoustic modulation of the antiferromagne
part of the permittivityeab can exist in antiferromagnets of the easy-plane~EP! type ~for
example, FeBO3).

1 This interaction is characterized by the presence of the so-ca
exchange enhancement, on account of which the antiferromagnetic contribution
PEI is comparable in magnitude to the PEI of well-known acoustooptic materials~for
example, lithium niobate and sapphire!. The advantage of the antiferromagnetic con
bution is that it depends strongly on the magnitude and direction of the magnetic
H.

In Ref. 1 acoustic diffraction of light was studied in application to the antiferrom
netsa-Fe2O3 and FeBO3 in the Bragg regime, requiring~at least, for the antiferromag
nets indicated! quite high acoustic frequencies (V/2p.100 MHz) and comparatively
thick samples (d.1 cm). This regime corresponds to the condition2

Q5
2pld

nL2 @1. ~1!

Hered is the thickness of the light beam traversed by the light,l andL are, respectively,
the wavelengths of the light and the sound, andn is the index of refraction for light.

The Raman–Nath diffraction~RND! regime, which is characteristic for sufficientl
thin plates and comparatively low sound frequencies, is apparently more favorable
the standpoint of the experimental possibilities. It is well known3 that an acoustooptic cel
operates in the Raman–Nath regime in practice even forQ,10. However, for values of
the parameters appearing inQ given by expression~1!, for example, for FeBO3 ~Ref. 1!
at sound frequencyV/2p5100 MHz and thicknessd51 mm we findQ50.6, which
decreases rapidly withV. In studying RND, my goal in the present letter is to show th
337 3370021-3640/97/040337-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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in this case there exists a new RND mechanism associated not with the modulation
index of refraction, ordinarily considered to be responsible for the RND,2 but rather with
the modulation of the polarization vector of the light. This modulation is due to rotat
of the antiferromagnetism vectorL which are caused by the elastic~acoustic! deforma-
tions on account of the magnetoelastic interaction.1,4 Under some conditions this chann
of the RND may not only be more efficient than the conventional channel via the i
of refraction, but it leads to a much different result.

Let us consider an antiferromagnetic with an exchange magnetic stru
1̄~1!3~1!2(2) ~Refs. 4 and 5! in the orientational state withL'3 i Z ~EP!. The coor-
dinate axes in the basal plane are directed so thatX iH i M'Z (M is the total magne-
tization! andY i L. Let an elastic wave with circular frequencyV and wave vectorq
i x propagate along theX axis. It corresponds to transverse deformations with

exa5aa sin~qx2Vt !, a5y, z. ~2!

For V!vAFMR of the lower branch of the AFMR, these deformations produce
quasiequilibrium rotation~oscillation! of the L vector in theXY plane by an anglew
determined by the equation1

sin w52Lx /L522~Uaexa!. ~3!

Here Ua are the coefficients of the aforementioned exchange enhancement, wh
50–100 Oe fields reaches values of the order of 104.

We shall study scattering of light with frequencyv and wave vectork i Z, such that
the components of the tensoreab are in play:4

exx5e01b2Ly
21c1LyHx , eyy5e01b1Ly

22c2LyHx , ~4!

exy5eyx5F ~b12b2!Ly2
1

2
~c11c2!HxGLx .

HereLy'L and terms of order no higher than linear inLx ~and therefore ineab) are
retained. The refractive indices and polarization of the normal light modes are determ
by the relations

n1,2
2 5

exx1eyy
2

6AS exx2eyy
2 D 21exy

2 , ~5!

SEy

Ex
D
1

52SEx

Ey
D
2

.
exy

exx2eyy
[2A~x,t !, ~6!

where, according to Eqs.~3!–~6!,

A5~12h!2Uaaa sin~qx2Vt !. ~7!

Here h5(c11c2)Hx/2(b22b1)L represents the relative field contribution~in order of
magnitude! to the polarizabilityexx and eyy . For weak fieldsHx , in which the coeffi-
338 338JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 E. A. Turov
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cientsUa in Eq. ~3! are quite large, it can be assumed thath!1. Furthermore, the
derivation of Eqs.~5! and~6! takes account of the fact that the light frequencyv@V ~in
our caseV/v,1027).

It is evident from Eq.~5!, substituting Eqs.~3! and ~4!, that the refractive indices
n1,2 equal, in the approximation linear in the deformations,

n105Aexx, n205Aeyy, ~8!

whence it follows that in this approximation sound has no effect on them. At the s
time, the polarization relations~6! are modulated linearly by the deformations~2!.

In addition, the boundary conditions for the amplitude of the incident light (Z50)
are of the form

Ex~0!5Ex1~0!1Ex2~0!5E0 , Ey~0!5Ey1~0!1Ey2~0!50. ~9!

Together with Eqs.~6! this gives

E1x~0!5
E0

11A2 , E1y~0!5
E0A

11A2 ,

E2x~0!5
E0A

2

11A2 , E2y~0!52
E0A

11A2 . ~10!

Taking account of the phase difference between the optical modes 1 and 2~due to
the difference in the refractive indices~8!! and using expression~10! for their amplitudes,
we obtain for the fieldE(x,z,t) at the exit~at Z5d)

Ex

E0
5

1

11A2FexpS i v

c
n10dD1A2expS i v

c
n20dD Gexp~2 ivt !,

Ey

E0
5

A

11A2FexpS i v

c
n20dD2expS i v

c
n10dD Gexp~2 ivt !. ~11!

The real partsr x,y[Re(Exy /E0), substituting expression~7! for A, can be put into the
form

r x5cosS v

c
n10d2vt D , ~12!

r y52~12h!Uaaa sinFvc n102n20
2

dG
3H cosFvc nd1qx2~v1V!t G2cosFvc nd2qx2~v2V!t G J , ~13!

n5~n101n20!/2.

Remaining in the linear approximation in the amplitudesaa of the deformations, we
assumed here thatA2!1. Retaining in Eq.~13! the frequencyV in the arguments of the
cosines together withv is, of course, of purely symbolic significance, since the deri
339 339JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 E. A. Turov
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tion of Eqs.~5! and~6! neglected terms of orderV/v. This notation demonstrates mor
clearly that here we are talking about light-scattering processes with absorption or
sion of one phonon.

Therefore, after the light passes through the light beam, besides the unsca
wave~12!, there appear two scattered waves with frequenciesv6V and fronts which are
symmetrically deflected from the initial wave by the angles

u1,2'sin u1,256q/k56~V/2p!l/vn, ~14!

wherek5vn/c. The situation is completely analogous to Bragg diffraction, in whi
just as here, in contrast to the conventional RND, the entire scattered intensity pass
first-order diffraction. The law of conservation of energy is satisfied here — the
intensity of the transmitted light equals the intensity of the incident light:

ur x~0!u21ur y~0!u25ur x~d!u21ur y~d!u251.

~This is most easily verified using the exact formulas~11!!. It is also important to note
that the polarization of the diffracted waves is rotated byp/2 relative to the incident
wave.

Now we shall discuss sound waves on which experiments are convenient to pe
To simplify the interpretation, it is desirable that these be normal acoustic modes. L
consider two suitable situations.

Variant 1: H i 2 ~two-fold symmetry axis!, sound is polarized along theZ axis:
uiZ. For a trigonal crystal such sound is not a purely acoustic mode, since the mod
contains a componentuy . But the ratiouy /ux is quite small~once again we have in mind
FeBO3), of the order of 0.1 for fieldsH'502100 Oe. The velocity of these waves
v'4•105 cm/s.

Variant 2: H'2. In this case sound with polarizationu iY i L ~for qiXiH) is a
purely acoustic mode. Its velocity isv'6•105 cm/s.

We note that for the weak fieldsH'502100 Oe considered here we are actua
dealing with not the conventional elastic waves but rather magnetoelastic waves,
velocity v can vary withH by tens of percent.4,6 This signifies that the deflection angle
u1,2 ~14! also depend onH.

In conclusion, I shall present some quantitative estimates for FeBO3. ~The numerical
values of the required parameters are presented in Ref. 1.! The angleuu1,2u for the two
situations considered above at sound frequencyV/2p5100 MHz equals approximately
0°20820°108. The scattering intensity as a function of the thickness is determined b
factor sin@(n102n20)dv/2c# in Eq. ~13! and therefore has maximum fo
d[dmax5(2p11)l/2(n102n20), wherep are integers. Forp50 we obtaindmax51.75
mm. For such thicknesses~which can also be changed by a magnetic field! the factor
2Uaaa in Eq. ~13! gives the relative amplitude of scattered waves witha[z for the first
variant anda5y for the second variant. The quantityr y depends throughaa ~see Eq.~2!!
on the power of the sound fluxI s52rva

3aa
2 , so that forI s5(1210) W/cm2 we have, for

example,

2~Uzaz!5usin wumax50.16–0.52.
340 340JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 E. A. Turov
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The second~larger! term, strictly speaking, already falls outside the scope of the appr
mations made here (sin2w!1), but it still gives the correct result in order of magnitud
The quantityr y depends onH throughUa ~see Eqs.~25! and ~16! in Ref. 1!, and
therefore not only the angle, but also the intensity of the diffracted light can be contr
~specifically, modulated with a definite frequency! with the aid of a magnetic field.

It is also of interest to examine the case of the fieldH i Z, when linear acoustic
modulation can occur both for the index of refraction and for the light polarization,
this will not be done in this letter.

I thank M. I. Kurkin for a helpful discussion and the Russian Fund for Fundame
Research for support~Grants 96-02-16489 and 95-02-07231!.

a!e-mail: theormag@ifm.e-burg.su
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Onset of a nonoptimal hopping regime for ac conductivity
in amorphous gallium antimonide

S. V. Demishev, A. A. Pronin, N. E. Sluchanko, and
N. A. Samarin
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

A. G. Lyapin
Institute of High-Pressure Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, M
District, Russia

~Submitted 30 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 322–327~25 February 1997!

A possible explanation has been found for the typical discrepancy be-
tween the parameters of localized states as determined from the static
and dynamic hopping conductivities in tetrahedral amorphous semicon-
ductors. It is shown for the example ofa-GaSb that the Mott hopping
lengthRopt, the correlation length for nonoptimal hopsLT , and the ac
hopping lengthRv are related asRopt,LT,Rv , as a result of which
the Mott law holds for the dc conductivity and the Zvyagin regime of
nonoptimal hops holds for the ac conductivitys(v). The observed
value ofs(v) is two orders of magnitude lower than the conductivity
calculated by the Austin–Mott formula for the parameters of localized
states found from dc measurements. A model that quantitatively de-
scribes the static and dynamic conductivity ofa-GaSb with the aid of a
single set of parameters characterizing the Miller–Abrahams resistor
network is proposed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00604-X#

PACS numbers: 72.80.Ey, 72.20.My, 72.20.Fr, 71.38.1i

1. A classical example of current transport along localized states in disorde
media physics is Mott-type hopping conduction. From the theoretical standpoint
case has also been investigated in greatest detail and reduces to the problem oR2e
percolation on a Miller–Abrahams random network of resistors.1,2 If a is the localization
radius of the wave function, then for a constant density of states at the Fermi
g(EF)'const, the resistivity is given by the formula1

r5r0 exp@~T0 /T!1/4#, T0517.6/g~EF!a3kB . ~1!

The positive part of the magnetoresistance, due to the compression of the wave fu
in a magnetic fieldH, has the form2

ln@r~H !/r~0!#5
5

2016
a4H2~T0 /T!3/4/~c2\2!. ~2!
342 3420021-3640/97/040342-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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It follows from formulas~1! and ~2! that by measuring simultaneously the temperat
dependences of the conductivity and magnetoresistance it is possible to find ind
dently the density of states and the localization radius.3

It is also known that for the Mott hopping conduction regime the real parts8 of the
ac conductivity with frequencyv should be described by the Austin–Mott formula4

s8~v!5
p4

24
ae2kBTg~EF!2vRv

4 , Rv5~a/2!ln~nph/v!, ~3!

wherenph andRv are the characteristic phonon frequency and hopping length, res
tively. It is obvious that formula~3! yields independent information about the paramet
of the localized states and together with Eqs.~1! and~2! it can also be used to calculat
g(EF) anda.

It is found, however, that attempts of this kind for tetrahedral materials of the
a-Ge give densities of states which can differ by more than two orders of magnitud
the static~Eqs. ~1! and ~2!! and dynamic~Eq. ~3!! measurements.4,5 Moreover, in the
experiments a weaker temperature dependences8(v,T)5,6 than the Austin–Mott predic-
tions is often observed.

This problem was posed more than ten years ago4–6 and has still not been solve
satisfactorily. In Refs. 5 and 6, a quite exotic way out of the situation was proposed
on an analysis of polaron hops, which, in the opinion of the authors of Refs. 5 a
determines8(v,T) and can actually lead to a weaker temperature dependence. How
this approach cannot be combined with simultaneous observance of the Mott law~1!.
Therefore, as far as we know, it has still not been possible to describe the stati
dynamic hopping conductivity on the basis of a single set of parameters. This casts
on the adequacy of the theoretical solutions~1!–~3!.

The objective of this work was to investigate experimentally the problem of ma
ing the static and dynamic characteristics. To this end, we studied the temperatu
pendences of the conductivity and magnetoresistivityr(T,H) and the dielectric losse
s8(v,T) in the region of hopping conductivity with a variable hopping length.

2. As the object of investigation we chose bulk samples of amorphous ga
antimonide,a-GaSb, synthesized by the method of thermobaric quenching under
pressure conditions.7 It is well known3 that a-GaSb is a convenient object for studyin
hopping conductivity with a variable hopping length. Figure 1 displays data onr(T) and
r(H,T54.2 K). One can see that Mott’s law holds forT,100 K, and at liquid-helium
temperatures there exists an extended section of asymptotic behavior lnr } H2. In weak
fields a small negative magnetoresistivity due to quantum interference effec
observed.8,3 A calculation on the basis of Eqs.~1! and ~2! gives g(EF)54.2•1020

cm23/eV anda546 Å, which agree with the results of Ref. 3.

The measurements of the temperature dependences of the real and imaginar
of the dynamic conductivity,s8(v,T) ands9(v,T), respectively, were performed fo
frequenciesn5v/2p51–500 MHz on the samea-GaSb samples~Fig. 2!. For this, the
reflection coefficient of a coaxial line with a characteristic impedance of 50V loaded on
the sample was recorded with the aid of an NR-4191 A impedance meter. The s
was placed inside an ampul in a helium cryostat, whose temperature could be varie
343 343JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Demishev et al.
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stabilized in the range 4.2–300 K. The parasitic contribution from the line could
eliminated both by both the built-in compensation system of the impedance meter a
performing calibration measurements of the short-circuited and open-circuit line for
frequency–temperature point. A recording system based on a personal computer m
possible to introduce a correction automatically and to convert the modulus of the r
tion coefficient and phase of the signal into the real and imaginary parts of the dyn
conductivity of the sample. The data ons(v,T) for disordered media are ordinaril
represented in the asymptotically exact form1,4–6,9

s~v,T!}Tavs. ~4!

In the Austin–Mott casea51 ands5124/ln(nph/v). It follows from Fig. 2 that for
a-GaSb atT5300 K the exponents50.9120.94 and in the hopping conduction region
decreases tos'0.820.7 (T577 K! ands'0.7620.64 (T54.2 K!. We note that in our
case the relations95s8tan(ps/2) ~Refs. 1–5! which follows from the Kramers–Kro¨nig
relation for power-law dependences, holds to within 5–10%. This agreement is en
satisfactory, considering the approximate character of formula~4!. It is interesting that
the empirical value of the exponenta in the hopping conduction region isa'0.3 ~see
inset in Fig. 2!, which is substantially different from the theoretical valuea51. There-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity and field dependence of the magnetoresistivity atT54.2 K
which were used to determine the parameters of localized states in thea-GaSb sample.
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fore, just as in the case ofa-Ge,6 the temperature dependence of the high-freque
hopping conductivity is found to be weaker than the prediction~3!.

Comparing the results in Figs. 1 and 2 with the published data,4–6,9 it can be con-
cluded that the case ofa-GaSb is typical for a sample with Mott-type hopping condu
tivity, and the discrepancy between the static and dynamic data which is described i
1 is present. Let us compare the experimental data for the statics8(v50,T)[r(T)21

and dynamics8(v,T) conductivity at the frequencyn5100 MHz with the results of a
model calculation using the Austin–Mott formula with the parametersg(EF) and a
determined from the static measurements and the phonon frequencynph;(425)•1013

s21, chosen so as to obtain agreement with the observed exponentss ~see Fig. 3, curves
1–3, respectively!. One can see that althoughs8(v,T) is 75–20 times greater fo
T,100 K than the static conductivity~Fig. 3, curves1 and2!, it still does not increase a
strongly as it should according to Eq.~3!, and the discrepancy between the theoretical
experimental values is two orders of magnitude and much larger than the error aris
a result of the experimental error in determiningg(EF) anda.

3. Let us now analyze the possible reasons for the discrepancy between the
and dynamic data. One can imaginea priori a situation when the dc conductivity is du
to electrons and the ac losses are due to polarons which make a weak contribution
static conductivity. In this case, it is natural to expect densities of state and localiz
radii which are in no way related with the results of static measurements and w
determines8(v,T) for polaron hops. In addition, according to Ref. 6 the tempera
dependence of the high-frequency conductivity could turn out to be weaker. Howeve

FIG. 2. Real and imaginary parts of the high-frequency conductivity at different temperatures for thea-GaSb
sample.
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data in Ref. 3 practically rule out such an interpretation. Indeed, if polarons do
contribute to dc transport because of their stronger localization, the electrons will
tribute to both the static and dynamic conductivity, and the value ofs8(v,T)estimated
from the Austin–Mott formula for the experimental parameters of the Miller–Abrah
resistance network~Fig. 3, curve3! is much greater than the hypothetical polaron co
tribution, which should be compared with the experimental data~Fig. 3, curve2!. There-
fore the real problem is not the use of an additional polaron contribution, but ra
explaining the fact that the electrons participating in the hops give a value ofs8(v,T)
which is less than expected on the basis of Eq.~3!.

In our opinion, a consistent interpretation of the data in Figs. 1–3 can be achiev
a model based on an analysis of nonoptimal hops.10 According to Ref. 10, at finite
temperatures there exists a coherence lengthLT of the phase of the wave function that
determined by an inelastic interaction with phonons. As a result, it is incorrect to s
the envelope of the wave functionC(R)}exp(2R/a) of a localized center at distance
R.LT , and the parameterLT plays the role of the limiting hopping length.10 Therefore
the observation of the Mott law~1! is possible only ifRopt,LT , whereRopt5(a/2)
3(T0 /T)

1/4 is the dc hopping length. Using the simplest estimate
LT5(g(EF)kBT)

21/3,10 it is easy to show that fora-GaSb in the region 4.2 K
,T,100 K the characteristic spatial scales fall within the limits 190 Å.LT.65 Å and
130 Å .Ropt.60 Å, i.e., the conditionRopt,LT holds forT,100 K. However, for the
dynamic conductivity the hopping length will beRv5(a/2)ln(nph/v)5(a/2)
3(4/(12s))'300 Å, and the relationRopt,LT,Rv holds in the case at hand, i.e., th
Mott regime is realized for dc hops and a nonoptimal hopping regime obtains for ac

FIG. 3. Comparison of the static~1! and dynamic~2! hopping conductivity with the calculation according to th
Austin–Mott formula~3! for the experimental parameters of the localized states~Fig. 1!.
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Sinces8(v,T) increases with the hopping length~Eq. ~3!!, cuttingRv off at LT should
appreciably decrease the conductivity compared with the Austin–Mott result, as is i
observed experimentally~Fig. 3!.

Let us now make a quantitative estimate. Following Ref. 9, we write the expres
for s8(v,T) in the form

s85 K e2R2

12kBT
cosh22S D

2kBT
D vt

11~vt!2
v L ' K e2R2

12kBT
L Kcosh22S D

2kBT
D L K vt

11~vt!2L v.

~5!

In this formula it is assumed that in the suboptimal hopping regime, in contrast to
Austin–Mott case, there is no correlation between the dipole momenteRand the Debye
factor and these quantities must be averaged independently. Then, to within a num
factor, the Debye factor is proportional to the number of centers for whichvt;1:9

^vt/~11~vt!2!&'
p

4
a3 ln2

nph
v
g~EF!kBT,

and the factor accounting for the energy variance of the levels of the centers be
which hops occur is estimated in the standard manner to
^cosh22(D/2kBT)&'2g(EF)kBT. For nonoptimal hopŝR

2&5LT
2 and the characteristic

phonon frequency equalsnph5kBT/\.
10 Then

s85
p

24
e2LT

2g~EF!2kBTa
3v ln2

kBT

\v
5

p

24
e2\D* g~EF!2a3v ln2

kBT

\v
. ~6!

In deriving Eq.~6! we took account of the fact that for the nonoptimal hopping regi
LT is given more accurately by the formulaLT5AD* /nph[A\D* /kBT, whereD* is the
effective diffusion coefficient.10 It follows from Eq.~6! that the exponentsa ands in Eq.
~4! are related by the relationa1s'1, which holds fairly well fora-GaSb~Fig. 2!.
Moreover, it follows from the explicit expression fors5122/ln(kBT/\v) that in the
nonoptimal hopping regime this exponent will decrease with temperature, as is in
observed experimentally~Fig.2!.

The expression fors8(v,T) contains one unknown parameterD* , which can be
found by comparing the relation~6! and the experimental data~Fig. 4!. One can see tha
Eq. ~6! approximates well both the temperature and frequency dependences ofs for
D*54.9 cm2/s. Apparently, it is quite difficult to calculateD* from first principles,10 but
an independent estimate can be proposed. IfT*'100 K corresponds to the start of th
section of hopping conductivity~Fig. 1!, then the conditionRopt'LT5A\D* /kBT should
hold at this temperature,10 whence follows the valueD*55 cm2/s, which is virtually
identical to the estimate based on Eq.~6!.

In summary we have shown that the idea of nonoptimal hops makes it possib
only to interpret qualitatively the reason for the discrepancy between the static
dynamic data but also to describe quantitatively the static and dynamic conductivi
the basis of a single set of parameters for localized states. This result can be rega
independent evidence in support of the possibility of realizing a nonoptimal hop
regime in experimental systems, since the very early attempts to interpret the data
dc hopping conductivity on the basis of the indicated ideas11 turned out to be ambiguous
347 347JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Demishev et al.
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since such behavior could be expected in a Coulomb-gap model. Since the Mott
valid for a-GaSb, the Coulomb correlations are weak and apparently in the present
we were able to observe effects due to nonoptimal hops.

This work was performed as part of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Rese
Project 95-02-03815a and INTAS, Project 94-4435.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental frequency and temperature dependences of the dynamic h
conductivity with the model of nonoptimal hops for the experimental values ofg(EF) and a ~Fig. 1! and
D*54.9 cm2/s.
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Electronic superconductor Pr 2CuO42xFx : Magnetic
correlations at high temperatures (150 <T<600 K)
according to 19F NMR data

E. F. Kukovitski  and R. G. Mustafina)

E. K. Zavo�ski� Kazan Physicotechnical Institute, Kazan Science Center of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, 420029 Kazan, Russia

~Submitted 5 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 328–332~25 February 1997!

The longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates of19F nuclei in
Pr2CuO42xFx (x50.20) samples are measured at high temperatures
(150 K,T,600 K). A feature is found in the temperature depen-
dence of the relaxation rates at temperatureT8>300 K. The magnetic
properties of the electronic superconductor Pr2CuO42xFx as a possible
system with a stripe ordering of carriers and spins are discussed.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00704-4#

PACS numbers: 74.72.Jt, 74.25.Ha, 74.25.Nf

Magnetic correlations in high-Tc superconductors are attracting a great deal of
tention as an explanation of the mechanism of superconductivity in metal oxides~see, for
example, Ref. 1!. High-Tc superconducting compounds with electronic-ty
conductivity2 exhibit magnetic properties which are different from those of hole syste
For example, the magnetically ordered and superconducting states lie next one ano
the phase diagram of electronic high-Tc compounds.

3 A unique magnetic phase transitio
in the CuO2 plane has been discovered in the electronic superconductor Pr2CuO42xFx at
temperaturesT*>100 K ~followed by a transition atTc>20 K into the superconducting
state!.4 For this reason, new information for understanding the behavior of mag
correlations in high-Tc superconducting compounds could be obtained by perform
measurements on electronic superconductors over a wider temperature range.

The present work is devoted to the study of magnetic correlations at high tem
tures (150 K,T,600 K) in the electronic superconductor Pr2CuO42xFx by the method
of NMR on 19F nuclei. The temperature range of the present investigations is lim
from below by the onset of the magnetic phase transition4 at T,150 K and from above
by the onset of degradation, irreversible changes in the properties of the sam
temperaturesT.600 K. The NMR signals from the superconducting phase and impu
phases are easily distinguished,4 which enabled us to study the magnetic properties of
superconducting phase of the samples.

The ceramic samples of Pr2CuO42xFx (x50.20) were prepared by the standa
technology of three-phase synthesis and annealing~reduction! in an inert-gas medium.4

The onset temperature of the superconducting transitionTc527 K was determined from
measurements of the rf susceptibility of the samples. The NMR measurements o19F
were performed on a Bruker CXP-100 pulsed spectrometer at frequencyf557 MHz.

Measurements of the longitudinal relaxation rateT1
21 of the fluorine nuclei were
349 3490021-3640/97/040349-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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performed according to the three-pulse stimulated-echo method~Fig. 1a!.b! The magnetic
moments of the van Vleck praseodymium ions Pr31 do not make an appreciable contr
bution to the relaxation of the fluorine nuclei, and the magnetic system of the C2

planes of the electronic superconductor makes the main contribution to the nu
relaxation.4 Fluorine, replacing oxygen in the structure of the electronic superconduc
mainly occupies the oxygen positions in the Pr2O2 planes and has four symmetriall
arranged nearest-neighbor copper ions from the CuO2 planes. This has the effect that th
contribution of the antiferromagnetic~AF! fluctuations to the relaxation of the fluorin
nuclei is small and the uniform susceptibility of the CuO2 planex(0,vn), wherevn is the
resonance frequency of the nuclei, makes the main contribution to the relaxation. Fo
reason, the quantity (T1T)

21 presented in Fig. 1a characterizes the behavior of
imaginary part of the uniform susceptibility of the electronic system of a CuO2 plane:
(T1T)

21;x9(0,vn)/vn ~see, for example, Ref. 5!.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences observed in the investigation of NMR on19F nuclei in the sample
Pr2CuO3.8F0.2: a! (T1T)

21, whereT1 is the longitudinal relaxation time; b! transverse relaxation timeT2; c! the
quantitiesk are used to describe the decay of the echo amplitudeA(t)5A0exp$2(2t/T2)

k%in measurements of
the transverse/relaxation timeT2. ~The straight lines in the figures are drawn as visual aids!.
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In the case of measurements of the transverse relaxation timeT2 of the fluorine
nuclei, the observed decay of the echo signalA(t), wheret is the delay between the tw
exciting pulses, changed with temperature~see Fig. 2!. In the process, the decay of th
echo amplitude was described quite well in the entire temperature interval by the fun

A~ t !5A0 exp $2~2t/T2!
k%. ~1!

Not only the timeT2 ~Fig. 1b! but also the quantityk changed with temperature~Fig. 1c!.
The transverse-relaxation rate is determined by two mechanisms: a direct dipole–
interaction of the nuclei with one another and an indirect interaction of the nuclei via
magnetic system of the CuO2 plane. The contribution of the dipole–dipole interacti
changes very little with temperature. The contribution of the indirect interaction is d
mined by the real part of the susceptibility of the CuO2 planeT2

21;x8(0,vn) and is
related with the magnetic correlation lengthz at zero wave vector asT2

21;z2 ~Ref. 6!.

The contribution of the indirect interaction of the copper nuclei via the magn
subsystem of the CuO2 plane is usually described by a Gaussian decay of the ampli
of a two-pulse echo:A(t);exp$2(t/T2g)

2% ~Ref. 6!. This is connected with the charac
teristic features of the hyperfine interactions of copper ions in high-Tc superconducting
compounds: For an external fieldH0 oriented in a direction normal to the CuO2 planes,
the main interaction is the interaction of the longitudinal components of the nuclear
and flip-flop processes are suppressed. This is what leads to the Gaussian decay
echo amplitude. Conversely, when the external field is oriented parallel to the C2

planes, the mainly transverse components of the nuclear spins of copper interact, a
results in the exponential decay of the echo signalA(t);exp(22t/T2).

The fluorine ion F2 has the same outer electronic shell 2s22p6 as the oxygen ion
O22, and correspondingly the hyperfine constants of the fluorine and oxygen ions s
be close. For this reason, the interactions of the longitudinal and transverse comp
of the nuclear spins are important for the fluorine nuclei~just as for the oxygen nuclei!.

FIG. 2. The decay of the echo amplitudeA(t) observed in measurements of theT2 transverse-relaxation time
at temperaturesT5360 K ~asterisks!, 240 K ~squares!, 200 K ~triangles!, and 160 K~circles!.
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Correspondingly, in this case the decay of the echo amplitude should not be des
simply by Gaussian or exponential laws. In Ref. 7 it is shown that for slow flip-
processeswt,1, wherew is the spin flip-flop rate, the decay of the amplitude of the fi
echo is described by expression~1! with k>1.5. In addition,k should decrease as the ra
of the flip-flop processes increases. For this reason, the decrease ink ~approach to the
exponential lawk51) means that the flip-flop processes grow~the growth of the inter-
action of the transverse components of the nuclear spins! at T,300 K ~see Fig. 1c!.

Examining the temperature dependences of the relaxation rates of the fluorine
~Figs. 1a–c!, two temperature ranges separated by a temperatureT8>300 K where the
behavior of the relaxation rates is different can be distinguished. At tempera
T.T8 the quantities (T1T)

21, T2 andk are virtually temperature-independent~see Figs.
1a–c!. This means that at high temperatures (T.T8), the magnetic correlations in th
electronic system of a CuO2 plane have no effect on the uniform susceptibil
x9(0,vn)' const, i.e., at these temperatures the ordinary Korringa mechanism of nu
relaxation operates: (T1T)

21>1.7 ~s•K)21. The temperature-independent transver
relaxation rateT2

21 is determined at these temperatures probably by the dipole–d
interaction of the fluorine nuclei.

Conversely, at temperaturesT,T8 the quantity (T1T)
21 is observed to decreas

with temperature; this indicates that the imaginary partx9(0,vn) of the uniform suscep-
tibility decreases. The decrease inx9(0,vn) with decreasing temperature is ordinari
attributed to the appearance of a gap in the spin-excitation spectrum.5 A kink in the
temperature dependence ofT2 attests to the appearance of a new efficient channe
temperaturesT,T8 for the interaction of fluorine nuclei with one another: indirect i
teraction via the electronic system of the CuO2 plane. An increase in the indirect inte
action of the fluorine nuclei results in a change in the manner in which the echo a
tude decays — a change ink.

Proceeding from the results of the measurements of the relaxation rates~Korringa
slope! on the63Cu and19F nuclei in electronic superconductors, we shall estimate
value of theE hyperfine coupling constant of the19F nuclei with the electronic system o
the CuO2 plane. For the 63Cu nuclei we have8 (63T1T)

21>6.8 ~s•K!21

5C(63g)2(A214B2), whereC is related with the susceptibility of the electronic syste
in the CuO2 plane,g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the corresponding nucleus, andA and
B are the hyperfine constants of the copper nuclei, which we take to be equal t
corresponding constants of hole superconductors.5 The Korringa slope for the fluorine
nuclei atT.T8 equals (19T1T)

21>1.7 ~s•K!215C(19g)24E2. Having estimatedC from
the first formula, proceeding from the Korringa slope for the fluorine nuclei we
E>6.3 kOe/mB .

We shall now list the main results of this work. At temperatureT8>300 K sharp
changes are observed in the magnetic properties of the CuO2 planes of the electronic
superconductor Pr2CuO42xFx . At high temperaturesT.T8 Korringa relaxation of the
fluorine nuclei is observed: (19T1T)

21>1.7 ~s•K!21. The coupling constant of the19F
nuclei with the electronic system of the CuO2 plane was determined from the Korring
slopes of the relaxation of the copper and fluorine nuclei:E>6.3 kOe/mB . At tempera-
tureT8 a kink is observed in the temperature dependences of the longitudinal and
verse relaxation rates of the fluorine nuclei. This is probably attributable to the ap
352 352JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 E. F. Kukovitski  and R. G. Mustafin
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ance atT,T8 of a gap in the spin-excitation spectrum of the electronic system
CuO2 plane and of a new effective channel for the interaction of fluorine nuclei with
another.

In conclusion, using the results of Ref. 4 and the present letter, we shall consid
electronic superconductor Pr2CuO42xFx as a possible system with stripe ordering of t
carriers and spins~similar to that observed in some high-Tc superconducting
compounds9!. The formation of stripe ordering of carriers and copper spins, which p
ably occurs in the electronic superconductor Pr2CuO42xFx at T8>300 K, means partial
carrier localization~forbiddenness of carrier motion in a direction transverse to
bands!. The gap arising at the Fermi surface in this case results in a lower valu
(T1T)

21 ~see Fig. 1a!. The stripe domains of AF-ordered electronic magnetic mome
of copper~lying between the carrier stripes! have quite sharp boundaries. A new inte
action channel arises for the19F nuclei located at the boundaries of the domains: via
AF fluctuations of the electronic magnetic moments of copper. The actuation of the
interaction channel for19F nuclei appears in the form of a kink in the temperatu
dependences of the transverse-relaxation timeT2 ~see Fig. 1b! and the value ofk ~see
Fig. 1c!. In Ref. 4 it was shown that a glass phase transition is observed in this comp
at temperaturesT*>100 K. It can be attributed to the sharp slowing down of the fl
tuations ~displacement of the entire system of stripes in a transverse direction! with
decreasing temperature. The growth in the spectral component of the fluctuations
resonance frequency of19F nuclei leads to an increase in the longitudinal relaxation r
T1

21 ~see Ref. 4!. We note that a similar dynamics of the nonuniform carrier distribut
has been well studied for quasi-one-dimensional conductors.10

We thank G. B. Te�tel’baum for his interest in this work and helpful discussions

a!e-mail: mustafin@dionis.kfti.kcn.ru
b!In Ref. 4 there is a misprint in a similar plot: The scale along theY axis should be the same as the scale of t
plot in Fig. 1a in the present letter.
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Metal–insulator transition in amorphous Si 12cMnc
obtained by ion implantation

A. I. Yakimova) and A. V. Dvurechenski 
Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 630090
Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 6 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 333–337~25 February 1997!

A metal–insulator transition~MIT ! induced by a change in the impurity
Mn concentration in a material with topological disorder — amorphous
Si12cMnc — is investigated. It is found that near the critical point the
localization radius, permittivity, and conductivity vary according to a
power law in accordance with the scaling theory of localization. The
critical exponents are determined. It is concluded that the basic mecha-
nisms of the MIT in disordered systems do not depend on the type of
disorder and are universal. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00804-9#

PACS numbers: 71.23.Cq, 71.30.1h

The metal–insulator transition~MIT ! is related with the shift in the Fermi level from
the region of distributed electronic states of the main or impurity band into the regio
localized states or into the band gap. Two types of MITs are distinguished: the
transition, stimulated by intracenter electron-electron interaction, and the Anderson
sition, caused by carrier localization at the Fermi level under the influence of a diso
ing factor. In practice it is often found that in real systems the main features of both
of transitions are combined in the MIT, since interaction and localization effects
present simultaneously.1 For this reason more detailed investigations, both theoretical
experimental, are required.

The central problem in the theory of the MIT is the behavior of the main phys
characteristics of the system near the critical point. The zero-temperature condu
s(0) is such a characteristic on the metal side. The models currently under develo
~one-2 and two-parameter3 scaling theories of localization, method of extrapolation
quantum corrections into the critical region4! describe the behavior of the conductivi
near the MIT by a power-law function

s~0!5sM~c/ccr21!ns, ~1!

wherec is the impurity density,ccr is the impurity density at which the transition occur
ns is the critical exponent of the conductivity, and

sM50.03e2ccr
1/3/h ~2!

is the so-called minimum metallic conductivity. The question of the value of the cri
exponent and its universality has not been completely solved. Scaling theory pr
ns51. This value corresponds to the experimental data for most disordered sys
though in uncompensated semiconductorsns51/2 is often observed~see the review Ref.
354 3540021-3640/97/040354-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5 and citations there!. The state of the system in the insulator phase of the MIT~for
c,ccr! is characterized by the carrier localization radiusj loc and the static permittivitye.
According to the scaling theory of localization, the continuous variation of the con
tivity near the MIT is related with the power-law divergence of the characteristic len
responsible for the presence of a critical region,j5j0(c/ccr21)2nj via the relation
s(0)5Ge2/hj, whereG is a constant. This means thatns5nj . Forc,ccr the parameter
j loc plays the role of a critical length. Thereforej loc5j0(12c/ccr!

2nj . The application of
the renormalization-group method6 to the description of the behavior of the impuri
component of the permittivitye i2e2e0 , where e0 is the permittivity of the matrix,
likewise leads to the analogous formulae i5e* (12c/ccr)

2ne . Here7

ne52nj52ns . ~3!

Most experimental works on this subject are devoted to the study of strongly d
crystalline semiconductors in which disorder is compositional and is associated
randomly distributed charged impurities.1 In amorphous materials a metallic state can
formed only by introducing metal impurities up to a concentration comparable to th
the matrix atoms. Nonetheless, in this case the disorder is of the topological type, a
magnitude of the random potential is virtually independent of the impurity compos
and is determined by the absence of long-range order in the arrangement of th
atoms as a result of the distortion of the bond lengths, valence angles, and dihedral
The experimental data on the behavior of amorphous materials near a MIT, bein
abundant, refer only to the dependencess(0,c).1 There are virtually no investigations o
the evolution of the localization radius and permittivity in systems with topolog
disorder. This makes it difficult to check the main scaling relations. As a rule, amorp
mixtures are obtained by melting together silicon or germanium and a doping meta
drawback of this procedure is the possibility that metallic clusters will form, which
introduce the classical ‘‘two-phase mixture’’ effect, which is studied with the aid o
continuous theory of percolation and masks the real Anderson or Mott transition.
ion-implantation method makes it possible to introduce impurities one by one, va
precisely the carrier density near the MIT and avoiding the formation of met
inclusions.8,9

The objective of the present work was to investigate the MIT in the amorph
Si12cMnc obtained by implantation of manganese ions and to determine the entire
critical exponents.

Implantation was performed either in layers of amorphous silicon predeposite
quartz substrates or in a crystalline silicon film on sapphire with simultaneous amorp
tion of the films. Sapphire substrates with a high thermal conductivity must be used
case of high irradiation doses~impurity concentrationc>15 at.%! to prevent heating of
the layers during bombardment. The ion current density was equal to 0.5–5mA/cm2 and
the irradiation dose was equal to 1016–1017 cm22. A uniform distribution of the impurity
over the thickness of thea-Si layers ~0.2–0.3mm! was achieved by varying the io
energy in the range 20–300 keV. The method for preparing the samples and the str
and electrical properties of the samples are described in detail in Refs. 10 and 11

1. The permittivity was determined on the basis of measurements of the
frequency capacitance of Ni/a-Si12cMnc/Al structures according to a parallel substitutio
355 355JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 A. I. Yakimov and A. V. Dvurichenski 
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scheme. A 20 nm thick layer of nickel, serving as the bottom plate of a capacitor,
deposited on a quartz substrate immediately prior to the deposition ofa-Si. The measure-
ments of the resistance of the Ni layer after irradiation with manganese showed th
bombardment does not result in a loss of conducting properties of the layer. The a
the top contact~Al ! was equal to 1.3•1022 cm2. Figure 1 shows the temperature an
frequency dependences of the capacitance of such a structure (c57 at.%). The value of
e can be determined by extrapolating the curvesC(T) andC(v) to zero values ofT and
v. For an undopeda-Si film, this procedure givese0511.760.4, which agrees well with
the existing data for the dielectric constant of silicon, 11.4.12

2. In Refs. 10 and 11 it was discovered that in the Mn concentration rangec,13
at.% the low-temperature dependence of the conductivitys(T) in a-Si12cMnc layers on
quartz is described by the exponential expressions(T)5s0 exp@2(T0 /T)

1/2#. This be-
havior is due to hopping transport along localized states of a parabolic Coulomb ga8 In
this case

T05be2/kej loc , ~4!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,b is a numerical parameter, taking on the value 1.4
the presence of Hubbard correlations in the impurity band9 ~such correlations are prese
in a-Si12cMnc ~Ref. 13!!. Using e(c) and the values ofT0(c) found in Ref. 10, the
dependencej loc(c) can be determined.

3. An investigation of the conductivity in structures with Mn concentrationc>14
at.%14 showed that in the temperature range 20–200 K the temperature depen
s(T) is described by the power-law functions(T)5s(0)1aT1/21bT, where the first
temperature-dependent term is the result of electron-electron interaction and the s
one is a quantum correction to the conductivity due to weak localization. The qua
s(0) can be determined by extrapolating these data to zero temperature.

FIG. 1. Capacitance of the structure Ni/a-Si12cMnc/Al ( c57 at.%! versus the measurement temperature a
voltage frequency.
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The functions(0,c) is shown in Fig. 2. Approximating the experimental points
formula ~1! by fitting the three parameterssM , ccr , and ns gives the values
sM512968 S/cm,ccr513.760.1 at.%, andns51.160.1 ~solid line!. The minimum
metallic conductivity can be estimated independently according to Eq.~2!. We obtain
sM'120 S/cm. An independent estimate of the critical concentrationccr can be made
with the aid of Mott’s criterion,1 which holds well for amorphous materials:15

ccr
1/3aH50.26, whereaH is the empirical atomic radius of the impurity. Taking for M
aH50.14 nm,16 we obtainccr>13 at.%. The closeness of the values ofsM and ccr ,
predicted theoretically and obtained as a result of the fit, indicates the correctness
three-parameter approximation procedure.

A similar approximation of the data one i(c) andj loc(c), found with the aid of the
procedures described in Secs. 1 and 2, gave the following values:e*53.360.1,
ccr513.760.1 at.%, ne52.260.1, j052.960.5 Å, ccr513.660.2 at.%, and
nj51.160.1. Figure 2 displays the experimental curvese i

21/2.2(c) and j loc
21/1.1(c). One

can see that the plots of the permittivity and localization radius do indeed rectify we
the chosen coordinates~the solid lines were obtained by a fitting procedure!. The fact that
the values of the critical concentration determined for three different characteristics
system and both phases of the MIT are equal to one another attests to the adequac
description of the behavior of the localization radius, permittivity, and conductivity
amorphous silicon by analogy to second-order phase transitions in the form of powe
functions of the type~1! of the closeness to the critical point. Furthermore, it is easy
see that the relation~3! between the critical exponents does indeed hold with g
accuracy. Therefore the main features of the metal–insulator transition do not depe
the type of disorder in the system and are universal.

FIG. 2. localization radiusj loc , impurity part of the permittivitye i , and the conductivity at zero temperatu
s(0) versus the Mn concentration. The solid lines were obtained by approximating the experimental d
power-law functions~see text!. The metal–insulator transition point isccr '13.7 at.%.
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Investigation of the intrinsic conductivity of Al–Cu–Fe
quasicrystals in a zero-gap semiconductor model

A. F. Prekul, A. B. Rol’shchikov, and N. I. Shchegolikhina
Institute of Metal Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 620219 Etaterinburg, Russ

~Submitted 8 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 338–340~25 February 1997!

Experimental proofs are obtained for the fact that the intrinsic conduc-
tivity of quasicrystals at low temperatures satisfies theT3/2 law.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00904-3#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Kj, 72.15.Eb

As a result of the exceptionally high sensitivity of the resistive properties of qu
crystals to composition fluctuations, quench conditions, and subsequent heat trea
the question of what are properties of the quasicrystalline phase itself has been
discussion for several years.1

Specifically, the ‘‘semiconductor hypothesis’’ of the electronic band structure
quasicrystals has recently been elaborated. Components similar to the intrinsic co
tivity of semiconductors due to thermal activation of carriers from the valence band
the conduction band have been discovered in the temperature dependences of th
trical conductivitys(T) of stable aluminum-based quasicrystals.2,3 In addition, it has
been found that in the system Al–Pd–Re the conventional form

s~T!5A exp~2Eg/2kBT!, ~1!

whereEg is the energy gap parameter,kB is Boltzmann’s constant, andA5 const, is
adequate, signifying that the carrier mobility in the conduction band varies with tem
ture asT23/2.4

The system Al–Cu–Fe behaved differently. The measurements in Ref. 3 sh
that in the low-temperature region (T,300K) the gap, if it is present, is small.5 Then the
simple power law

s int~T!5AT3/2 ~2!

is an adequate approximation. The use of a semiconductor model shows that
component of the form~2! is the intrinsic conductivity of the quasicrystal, it must rema
constant or a weakly-varying part compared with the total conductivity of the system
is well known, the latter can vary over wide limits on account of the extrinsic cond
tivity.

We studied the conductivity of five samples of an alloy with the nominal comp
tion Al62Cu25.5Fe12.5, whose residual resistivityr4.2 varies from 3500 to 6300mV•cm.
All samples have approximately the same dimensions 131310 mm. The resistivity is
measured by the standard four-probe method. The accuracy of the measurem
1025, and the stability of the temperature at all points in the range 4.2–300 K is
359 3590021-3640/97/040359-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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worse than 1021 K. Graphical illustrations are given for one sample withr4.255500
mV•cm. A numerical comparison of the results of the analysis is used to draw a ge
conclusion.

The results of a direct experiment in the form of the temperature depend
s(T) are displayed in Fig. 1. They are typical for the experimental material and diffe
the presence of finite conductivity at the lowest temperatures and a minimum atT.20 K.
In terms of the semiconductor model, both features are related with the conduc
sext of the extrinsic carriers.

Figure 2 displays the results of applying Eq.~2! taking account of the componen
sext in the simplest form of an arbitrary temperature-independent quantitys* . This is the
only adjustable parameter in linearizing the experiment in the coordin

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of an Al–Cu–Fe quasicrystal.

FIG. 2. Description of the temperature dependence of the conductivity by theT3/2 law with the extrinsic
conductivity of the quasicrystal approximated by a constants* .
360 360JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Prekul et al.
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@s(T)2s* # versusT3/2. Linearity is achieved without any special difficulty. The tem
perature interval of linearity 100–300 K agrees well with the previously determ
interval 80–250 K. This indicates that the zero-gap approximation is indeed a
approximation.

At the same time it is easy to see that the linearity is limited from below by
roughness of the approximation of the extrinsic conductivity as a tempera
independent quantity. We made use of the indications of many investigations of th
that ‘‘radical’’ corrections due to the electron-electron interaction are important in
conductivity of quasicrystals at low temperatures.6 The existence of a minimum in th
curvess(T) suggests an extrinsic conductivity of the form

sext5s02BT1/2, ~3!

and a total conductivity of the form

s~T!5AT3/21s02BT1/2. ~4!

The possibility of describing an experiment by expression~4! can be conveniently judged
in the coordinates@s(T)2s0#/T

1/2 versusT. The only adjustable parameter here iss0

— the residual conductivity of a system at absolute zero temperature. The final res
Fig. 3 shows that virtually ideal linearity is achieved in the interval 15–300 K.

The general picture of the behavior of the conductivity, shown in Fig. 1–3 for
sample, also holds for all other samples in the range of values ofr4.2 which we studied.
It remains to compare the coefficientsA in the T3/2 law. The maximum value of this
coefficient is 0.06, the minimum value is 0.046, and the average value
A50.053613%. The variance is obviously less than the difference in the value ofs0,
which on the average equals 224.5630%. Here it is necessary to take account of the f

FIG. 3. Description of the temperature dependence of the conductivity by theT3/2 law taking account of the
extrinsic conductivity of the quasicrystal in the formsext5s02BT1/2.
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that if the variance ofs0 is determined with the same accuracy as are the geom
dimensions of the samples, which we estimate to be65%, then the inaccurate knowl
edge of the temperature dependence of the extrinsic conductivity and possible chan
the basic parameters of the charge carriers, effective mass and mobility, contribute
variance of the coefficientA, so that the real variance ofA apparently does not excee
65%.

On this basis, our results can be regarded as an experimental proof of the fa
the intrinsic conductivity of quasicrystals in the system Al–Cu–Fe at low tempera
follows theT3/2 law.
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Effect of magnetic field on the sound velocity of a dilute
Kramers-ion glass at low temperature

A. V. Lazuta
St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina, 188350 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 5 November 1996, resubmitted 10 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 341–346~25 February 1997!

Recent results on the effect of magnetic field on the sound velocityV in
aluminosilicate glasses doped with dysprosium are analyzed on the
basis of a minimal model for the ground state of Dy31 ~Kramers ion
with J515/2! described by a wave functionw65w6Jm

1hw61/2. The
first term represents a state with a largeJ projection on the local crystal
field axis and the random parameterh (^h&50, ^h2&!1) introduces a
small admixture of the statew61/2 into the ground state. The relative
variation ofV due to the resonance interaction of sound waves with this
state split byH is determined as a function ofH andT. It possesses a
universal asymptotic behavior. Our results are in reasonable agreement
with the experiment. A possible structure of the crystal fields that can
induce this state is discussed ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01004-9#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Kj

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic wave propagation, photon echoes, nonlinear magnetic susceptibility
spin echoes of Kramers-ion-doped~Dy, Gd, Eu! aluminosilicate glasses have recen
been studied1,2 at lowT. An effect of magnetic field on the sound velocityV in Dy-doped
glasses is one of the typical and important results. Measurements have been perfor
T510 mK–6 K, n5100 MHz, andH up to 50 kG on samples with ion concentratio
n51.5–10.0 at. %. Magnetic field was found to modify substantially the tempera
variation ofV. This did not occur in the glass doped with Ho~a non-Kramers ion!.

The interpretation was based on combining the results of the theory of elastic
neling states~ETS! in glasses and the known properties of Kramers ions with a large
in amorphous material with a random axis of anisotropy (H52DJz

2, wherez is the
direction of the local axis of anisotropy,J515/2, D.120 K for Dy31!. The low-
temperature properties of these glasses in a magnetic field are determined by th
netic ions whose axis of anisotropy is almost perpendicular to the local field~magnetic
tunneling states~MTS!!.3 Some of these properties are similar to those of the E
However the ETS are characterized by two random parameters~potential asymmetry and
tunnel integral!, whereas the MTS are described by one parameter~the angle between a
local axis and a local field!. They may show a similar behavior only when there is
single relevant parameter~the energy!. A linear T dependence of the specific heat is
example.

In the general case there is no such simple correspondence in behavior of th
363 3630021-3640/97/040363-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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and the MTS. The relaxation processes were assumed to giveDV} ln (T/T0) for the MTS,
just as for the ETS. This answer arises as a result of averaging a specific expre
describing the interaction of sound waves and the ETS, over two random parameter
a very particular distribution function.4 Therefore there are no grounds to expect that
MTS relaxation contribution toDV can be represented as a product of their density
states and ln (T/T0). The second explanation exploits the results of the ETS relaxatio
electrons. It requires the existence of fast MTS. But, as the authors pointed ou
relevant relaxation processes are entirely obscure. Furthermore, this assumption
not to be confirmed experimentally, because a minimum spin–lattice relaxation
T1.20 ms was found for Dy magnetic moments in a glass doped with 0.1 at. % D
T514 mK,2 whereas the shortest relaxation time was found to betmin,1 ms for the ETS
in a glass with 1.5 at. % Dy at the sameT.1

Our purpose is to suggest a new explanation for the influence ofH on V.

MODEL

The single-ion approximation is used because the effect is proportional ton and
exists in a largeH ~larger than dipolar or exchange interactions!. The traditional model
mentioned above cannot explain the effect. It leads to extremely weak spin–ph
interaction which depends strongly onH.3 As a result, the resonance processes canno
responsible for the smoothH dependence ofV observed in Ref. 1. The contribution of th
relaxation processes toV is most likely suppressed by virtue of the inequalityvT1@1.
Available experimental data are consistent with this assumption. There are no othe
on T1 for Kramers ions in insulating glasses besides those mentioned above. A
T1.10ms was found for Ho31 ~10 at. %! in the same glass at 3.5 K.5 SinceT1 is usually
shorter for non-Kramers ions~J58 for Ho31! than for Kramers ions, both these resu
allow the assumption that for Dy ionsvT1@1 at n5100 MHz andT,3.5 K.

Let us consider effects of non-axial electric field gradients. The most general m
with a quadrupolar HamiltonianH5aJx

21bJy
21gJz

2 ~a, b, andg are randomly distrib-
uted! has been found to be nearly equivalent to the simple model (H52DJz

2) whenJ is
large.6 Therefore, it is unlikely that a specific Hamiltonian such asH52DJz

22KJx
2

with fixed D.K, which was suggested in Ref. 2, is realized for the Dy31 ion in the
aluminosilicate glasses.

Since in vitreous matrices there is no clear information available on the local cr
field acting on a rare-earth ion, we use a simple minimal model for the Dy31 ground
state ~GS!. We shall assume that the GS is described by a wave functionw6

5w6Jm
1hw61/2. The main termw6Jm

represents the state with a large projection
J (6Jm) on the direction of the local axis of anisotropy, i.e., ions occupy sites wi
predominant axial component in the crystal field. The random parameterh (^h&
50, ^h2&!1) introduces a small admixture of the statew61/2 into the GS. This contri-
bution results from non-axial distortions. Note that the assumption of a slightly
randomly distorted axial symmetry is supported by the spectroscopic data.5 In a fieldH,
lifting the degeneracy of the GS, the second term is responsible for transitions be
two split levels which are produced by phonons in the first order in the spin–ph
interaction due to the change in theg factor with strain. As a result, the effect ofH onV
364 364JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 A. V. Lazuta
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is not suppressed, unlike the situation whereh50. ThisH effect does not occur in the
glass doped with non-Kramers ions, because electrostatic non-axial distortions li
degeneracy of the GS which can exist in the case of axial symmetry.

The terms of the form«nw6Jn
(3/2<Jn<15/2, «n are random parameters!, which

may occur in the GS are unimportant if^«n&50 and^«n
2& ! 1, since, whenH is parallel

to the local axis, the corresponding splitting is small, 2gmJn^«n
2&H!2gmJmH, if H is

directed perpendicular to the axis and these terms do not generate a splitting} H and
do not influence the resonant coupling of a sound wave with the GS.

The effect of the ligandfields is described by the HamiltonianH5(Bn
mOn

m , where
On
m are spin operators.7 We assume that the axial part ofH is well defined, i.e., the

standard deviations of theBn
0(n52, 4, 6! are small in comparison with their mean value

The non-axial coefficients vary considerably and have negligibly small mean values
part ofH is a weak disturbance. These assumptions are consistent with Ref. 8,
crystal fields were investigated numerically for a random close-packed sphere mod
single-element material. It gives an example of the typical glass local field with
dominant terms of an axial symmetry.

Using the matrix elements ofOn
0 from Ref. 7, it can be found that the axial pa

generates a GS with a largeJm ~>11/2 for definiteness! over a rather wide region o
Bn
0 variations.

Let us consider some important examples. A crystal field of the formO4
01B6

0O6
0

leads to a GS withJm513/2 whenB6
0.5/3. TheB2

0O2
0 term does not change it if 0

>B2
0.2(26/3113/3B6

0). The small trigonal componentshB6
6O6

6 and«nBn
3On

3 (n54, 6!
~reference to this local symmetry can be found in Ref. 5! admix the statehw61/2 to the
GS and give unessential terms«nw67/2. For Jm511/2 the needed admixture can b
generated by a termO6

5}$J1
5 Jz1JzJ2

5 %s . This typical glass term was found to be th
dominant non-axial component in the model of Ref. 8. If theO6

6 term is also important
the admixture is characterized by two random parameters:h1w1/21h2w21/2. In this case
V exhibits a strongerT dependence~see below!. Finally, for Jm515/2 the componen
w61/2 comes to the GS in the second order of perturbation theory~typically in the form
h1h2w61/2). For this admixture the functionV(T,H) is very similar to that of the one
parameter case.

In order to use a minimal number of free parameters, the coefficientsBn
m of the

non-axial distortions were assumed above to be real quantities. It means that a
environment of the ion possesses a symmetry plane containing the local axis.

V,(T,H) for the GS in Eq.~1!. The splitting, which depends on the angleq between
the local axis andH, is given by

DE~q,h!52gmHf ~q,h!, f ~q,h!5~pi
2~h!cos2q1p'

2 ~h!sin2q!1/2, ~1!

pi~h!5~Jm11/2h2!~11h2!21,p'~h!5~J11/2!h2~2~11h2!!21. ~2!

The interaction of a sound wave with the ions due to the change ofg factor with
strain can be written9
365 365JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 A. V. Lazuta
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i ,k
t ik~HiJk1HkJi !,t ik5(

l ,m
Fiklmelm,

where F̂ is the spin–phonon coupling tensor,ê is the strain tensor, andelm
5(VlVm /V

2)e0 (e0 is the strain amplitude! for the longitudinal waves used in Ref.~1!.
It is expected that in glasses there will be no relations among the componentsF̂
imposed by the local symmetry and that they can be treated as random variables
pendent of the orientation of the anisotropy axis.3 To calculate transitions between th
states~1! split by H we chose a coordinate system withHuuẑ, in which the transition
operator istzxJx1tzyJy . For the local axis in the (z,x) plane, we haveu^c1uJxuc2&u
5pip' / f[wi andu^c1uJyuc2&u5p'(c1,2 are the wave functions of the states!.7 Integrat-
ing the transition probability, obtained for arbitrary orientation of the axis, over the a
w in the (x,y) plane at fixedq yields an expression proportional to (wi

21p'
2 )(tzx

2

1tzy
2 )/2. Averaging over the distribution ofFiklm leads to an effective dimensionles

spin–phonon coupling constantl25^tzx
2 1tzy

2 &/(2e0
2). It may depend markedly on th

mutual orientation ofH andV.

Using the expression10 for the variation ofV induced by resonant interaction of
sound wave with a two-level system at smallv and averaging it overq as well as theh
distribution, we finally get

dV~T,H !5
DV

V
52l2

n

rV2E
0

p/2

sin qdqE P~h!dh
M2~q,h!

2DE~q,h!

3S 122
e2bDE~q,h!

11e2bDE~q,h!D , ~3!

M2~q,h!5~gmH !2~wi
2~q,h!1p'

2 ~h!!, wi~q,h!5pi~h!p'~h!~ f ~q,h!!21,
~4!

wherer is the bulk density andP(h) is the distribution function. These expressions gi
dV for a two-level system with a specific form of the splitting and the transition pr
ability M2 between levels determined by two random parameters.

To determine the low-T variation of dV for DE0 /T@1 (DE052gmHJm is the
splitting atq5h50! it is convenient to writedV(T,H)5dV0(H)1dṼ(T,H), where the
part dV0}2H is given by the first term of Eq.~3! and the second part leads to positi
T dependence ofdV.

We assume that^h2&!1. Hence, one can setpi'Jm andp'(h)'(J11/2)h2/2 ~see
Eq. ~3!!. Then in the new variables cosq5r cosf, h25(2Jm/(J11/2))r sinf, we get
DE(r ,f)5rDE0$12((1/2)r sin 2f)2%1/2. The principal contribution to the integral ove
r in Eq. ~3! comes fromr;T/DE0 whenDE0 /T@1. One can therefore keep only th
terms of the lowest order inr in the exponential (DE'rDE0) and pre-exponential (M
'gmHwi'gmHJm sinf) factors. The distributionP(h) is assumed to be a function o
one parameter:P̃(h/a)a21, where a is the scale of theh distribution anda2!1
corresponds to small uniaxial distortions. Sinceh/a5(r sinf)1/2/a0 (a05a((J
366 366JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 A. V. Lazuta
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11/2)/2Jm)
1/2), there are two regimes ofdṼ behavior. If DE0a0

2/T@1, one can set
P(h)'P(0) in evaluating the integral overr, since (h/a)25r sinf/a0

2<T/DE0a0
2!1 for

r;T/DE0. As a result,

dṼ~T,H !5Cl2
n

rV2

P~0!

@~J11/2!/2Jm#1/2
~TDE0!

1/2,
~5!

C5
1

4E0
` dx

x1/2
e2x

11e2xE
0

p/2

~sin f!3/2df.0.23.

A dependenceDṼ}(TH)1/2 arises from the part of the ions determined byP(0), for
which DE;T. If the low-spin component of the GS as the formh1h2w61/2 a similar
method gives the former result, whereas forh1w1/21h2w21/2, one findsdṼ}T because
the second random parameter introduces a new degree of freedom into the GS.

In regime DE0 /T@1 but DE0a0
2/T!1 a similar procedure givesdṼ(H)

5(l2/8rV2)DE0. HeredṼ}H is determined by the ions whoseDE is much less thanT,
anddṼ becomes independent ofT. From Eqs.~8! and~9! one can see that theT depen-
dence ofdṼ exhibits crossover atT;DE0a0

2. In the limiting casesdṼ shows universal
behavior which is sensitive to the form ofP(h) in the crossover region only.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

SinceV(T) was measured relative to reference pointT0.30 mK, theT-independent
backgrounddV0(H) in Eq. ~3! is assumed to be unimportant, and we takedV(T,H)
5dṼ(T,H) at T>T0. The effect ofH on V is given by the difference between expe
mental values:dVex(T,H)2dVex(T,0)5dṼ(T,H). We compare our results with th
measured variation ofV in 10 at. % dysprosium doped glass. An extremely simple s
like P(h) (P(h)5(1/2)a, 2a<h<a) andJm513/2 ~for definiteness! are used. It is
seen from Fig. 1 that theT dependence ofdṼ(T,H) at H530 kG and 50 kG are in a
reasonable agreement with the data. The magnitudes ofl anda can be easily obtained
becausel2/a is the only unknown factor in the coefficient in the initial variation
dV}T1/2 ~0.1 K<T<1 K! and the parametera determines the crossover temperature
the behaviordṼ}H. As a result, using the ion valueg54/3, we finda'0.3, ^h2&
5(1/3)a2'0.03, andl'20. The small̂ h2& is the essential evidence in favor of th
model. A rough estimate ofl is e2Z^r 2&/R3D ~Ref. 9!; Z53 is the ion charge,r is ion
radius,R is the ion–ligand distance, andD is the energy of the first excited level o
Dy31. Taking the O–Si distance asR51.6 Å and usingD53400 cm21 andr50.95 Å, we
find l;5, which is not far froml'20.

In the crossover region the calculatedT variation ofdṼ deviates somewhat from th
experiment. Since this region is sensitive to changes inP(h), agreement can be improve
by testing variousP(h) distributions.

Note that this two-level system possesses a wide distribution of one-phonon
lattice relaxation times. At fixedDE, T1 varies fromT1 min to infinity. In particular, we
find T1 min;10 ms atH550 kG for ions withDE'T'1 K.
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At H<10 kG, thedṼ(T) dependence deviates from the expression for isolated i
this can be attributed to dipolar or exchange interactions between them.

We did not try to explain the change ofV(T) behavior forH50 which occurs when
nonmagnetic rare-earth La ions are replaced by magnetic ions in this glass. This
has been attributed to the magnetic degrees of freedom.1 The difference of ionic radii
seems to be also or even more important.11 According to the traditional arguments con
cerning the structure of glasses, ions with equal charges are expected to substitu
tructurally only if they have nearly the same ionic radii. Since the ionic radius of La31 is
1.216 Å, whereas, for example, it is 0.95 Å for Dy31, glasses doped with these ions m
possess different microstructure, including essential variations in their ETS param
and, as a result, show differentT(V) behavior.

The author thanks Professor F. Shwabl for a discussion and Professor G. Bele
some remarks.
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FIG. 1. Relative velocity variation of acoustic waves as a function ofT in magnetic fields of 30 kG and 50 kG
in an aluminosilicate glass containing 10.1 at. % Dy. The points are experimental data.1 The solid curves show
a fit of the results by Eqs.~5! and ~7!.
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Resistance of superconductor–normal-metal–
superconductor (SNS) junctions

F. Zhou and B. Spivak
Physics Department, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA

~Submitted 13 January 1997; resubmitted 31 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 347–352~25 February 1997!

It is shown that the conductance of a superconductor–normal-metal–
superconductor~SNS! junction can exhibit a significant dependence on
the phase of the superconducting order parameter in the situation where
the size of the normal region of the junction is much larger than the
normal-metal coherence length, so that the critical current of the junc-
tion is exponentially small. The period of the conductance oscillations
as a function of the phase can be equal top or 2p, depending on the
parameters of the system. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01104-3#

PACS numbers: 05.20.2y, 82.20.2w

The critical current of a superconductor–normal-metal–superconductor~SNS! junc-
tion I c5I c0exp(2L/LT) decays exponentially and can be neglected whenL@LT ~see, for
example, Ref. 1!. HereL is the length of the normal-metal region of the junction sho
in Fig. 1, LT5AD/T is the coherence length in the normal metal,T is the temperature
D5 lvF

2/3 is the electron diffusion coefficient,vF is the Fermi velocity, andl is the
electron elastic mean free path. On the other hand, thex-dependent part of the conduc
tance dG(x) of the SNS junction can survive even in the caseLT!L!L in . Here
x5x12x2, wherex1,2 are the phases of the order parameters in the superconducto
the junction, andL in5ADt in andt in are the inelastic diffusion length and inelastic me
free time, respectively. Thex dependence ofdG originates from the fact that the ampl
tude of the Andreev reflection of an electron into a hole at the superconductor–no
metal ~SN! boundary acquires an additional phase factor exp(ix1,2), while the amplitude
of the reflection of a hole into an electron acquires a phase factor exp(2ix1,2). The
weak-localization contributiondG1(x) to dG(x) was analyzed long ago.2 It arises in the
first-order approximation in the parameter\/pFl!1 and is due to the interference o
electrons traveling clockwise and counterclockwise along diffusive paths with cl
loops which contain Andreev reflections. HerepF is the Fermi momentum. The value o
dG1 is insensitive to the ratio ofL to LT , and the characteristic energy interval whi
gives the main contribution todG1 is e;T. The period ofdG1(x) as a function ofx is
p ~Ref. 2!.

In this paper we consider two other contributions todG, viz., dG2 and dG3, and
show that the period of the oscillations ofdG as a function ofx can be eitherp or
2p depending on the parameters of the system and the way in which the conducta
measured. The contributiondG2 can be associated with the spatial coherence betw
electrons and holes arising due to Andreev reflection from the SN boundary.3 It arises in
369 3690021-3640/97/040369-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the zeroth-order approximation in the parameter\/pFl!1. The contribution from this
mechanism to the resistance of an SN junction was considered in Refs. 4–11. It ha
pointed out10 that the electron–hole coherence in the metal extends over a distan
orderLe5AD/e. Therefore, it is clear that the main contribution todG2 comes from the
relatively small energy intervale;Ec5D/L2!T, and for LT!L!L in, the correction
dG2 decreases withL only asL22. The period ofdG2(x) as a function ofx is 2p. The
sum dG11dG2 gives the main contribution todG, provided that the voltage dropV
between the two superconductors of the junction is zero, so thatx does not change with
time. In this casedG(x) can be measured with the help of an additional lead ‘‘C’’ sho
in Fig. 1, while the phase differencex across the junction can be determined by mean
an additional Josephson junction. In the case where the resistance of the SNS junc
measured by applying a voltageV between the superconductors, there is a third con
bution,dG3, to dG. The origin ofdG3 is similar to the Debye relaxation mechanism
microwave absorption in dielectrics. In this case, due to the Josephson relation,x and,
hence, the quasiparticle density of states in the metaln(e,x) are functions of time. In
other words, at smallV the quasiparticle energy levels move slowly. The electron po
lations of the energy levels follow adiabatically the motion of the levels themselves,
as a result, the electron distribution becomes nonequilibrium. Relaxation of the non
librium distribution due to inelastic processes leads to entropy production, to the ab
tion of energy from the external field, and therefore contributes todG.

We start with the calculation ofdG2. In the zeroth-order approximation in th
parameter\/pFl the most adequate theoretical description of the system is provide
the framework of the Keldysh Green’s function technique elaborated for supercond
ity in Refs. 12–14. In the diffusive approximation and in the absence of electron–ele
interaction in the normal-metal region of the junction, the linear response to the ex
electric field is described by the following set of equations:

j n5eDn0E
2`

1`

cosh2u2~e,x!]xf 1~e,x!de, ~1!

D

2
]x
2u~e,x!1S i e2

1

t in
D sinu~e,x!2

1

2
~]xx~e,x!!2sin 2u~e,x!50,

]x~sin
2~u~e,x!]xx~e,x!!50, ~2!

D]x$cosh
2u2~e,x!]xf 1~e,x!%50. ~3!

FIG. 1.
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Here j n is the normal current density across the junction,n0 is the density of states in th
bulk normal metal, Eqs.~2! are the Usadel equations for the retarded norm
gR(e,x)5cosu(e,x) and anomalousFR(e,x)52 iexp(ix(e,x))sinu(e,x) Green’s functions
@u(e,x)5u1(e,x)1 iu2(e,x) is a complex variable#, and Eq.~3! is the diffusion equation
for the distribution function of quasiparticlesf 1, which describes the imbalance of th
populations of the electron and hole branches of the spectrum in the metal. Insid
superconductoru15 p/2 andu250. The boundary conditions for Eqs.~2! and~3! have
the form15

D]xu~e,x!5t cos~u~e,01!!cosS x

2
2

x~e,01!

2 D ,
D sin~u~e,01!!]xx~e,x501!5t sinS x

2
2

x~e,01!

2 D , ~4!

D coshu2~e,01!]xf 1~e,01!

5t$ f 1~e,01!2 f 1~e,02!%sin~u1~e,01!!cos21S x

2
2

x~e,01!

2 D ,
f 1~e,x502!50, f 1~e,x5L1!52eV]e tanh

e

2kT
. ~5!

Here 01 (02,L1) represents the normal-metal~superconductor! side of the SN bound-
ary, t5t0vF , where t0 is the dimensionless transmission coefficient through the
boundary, andV is the voltage drop across the junction.

Using Eqs.~1!–~5!, we get the following expression for the resistance of S
junction:

GSNS5GNLE
2`

1`

de]eS tanhe

kTD H Lt

coshu2~e,01!sinu1~e,01!cosS x

2
2

x~e,01!

2 D
1E

0

x 1

cosh2u2~e,x8!
dx8J 21

. ~6!

HereGN5sD(S/L), sD5e2Dn0 andS5L1L2 are the conductance of the normal-me
part of the junction, the Drude conductivity, and the area of the junction, respecti
The first and second terms in Eq.~6! can be associated with the resistance of the
boundary and the resistance of the normal region of the junction, respectively. The
two major effects in the metal due to the proximity of the superconductor: 1! The effec-
tive diffusion coefficient in Eq.~3! is renormalized on account of Andreev reflection a
is governed by the parameteru2. The correction to the local conductivity of the met
from this effect leads to the second term in Eq.~6!. 2! The local density of states
n(e,x)5n0 Reg

R(e,x)5n0cosu1(e,x)coshu2(e,x) in the metal at smalle is suppressed by
371 371JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 F. Zhou and B. Spivak
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Andreev reflection and is governed by the parameteru1. The contribution to the conduc
tance of the SN boundary from this effect corresponds to the first term in Eq.~6!. The
x dependence ofGSNS originates from the correspondingx dependence ofu1 andu2. It
follows from Eqs. ~2! and ~4! that near the SN boundary at smalle the value of
u(e,x) should be close to its value in the superconductoruS(e,D)5p/2. It approaches
its metallic valueuM50 only after a distanceLe . The main contribution to Eq.~6! comes
from the energy intervale;Ec!T. As a result,

dG25aGN

Ec

T
g~x!. ~7!

Here g(x) is a universal function ofx with period 2p; a;1 at L@Lt5D/t and
a;(L/Lt)

2 at L!Lt .

Let us now discuss the contribution of the Debye relaxation mechanism which a
when a voltageV is applied between the superconductors in Fig. 1, so thatx changes in
time: dx/dt5(2e/\)V. Generally speaking, in this case one has to solve a nonstatio
version of Eqs.~2! and~3!. However, in the case wheneV!Ec one can use the adiabat
approximation, in which case the time dependence ofu(e,x,x(t)) and of the local den-
sity of statesn(e,x,x(t)) originates from the corresponding time dependence ofx(t).
The standard expression for the power absorption due to Debye relaxation has th
~see, for example, Ref. 16!

Q5vn0
21E deK S E

2`

e dn̄~e8,x~ t !!

dt
de8D 2L t in~e!

11~vt in~e!!2
]e f 0~e!, ~8!

wheren̄(e,x(t)) is the local density of states averaged over the volumev5LL1L2 of the
normal-metal region, and the brackets^ . . . & denote averaging over the period of th
oscillations,\/eV. Using Eqs.~2! and ~4!, one can prove that in the absence of
insulator barrier n̄(e,x)5n0P1(e/Ec ,x). When L!Lt , one has
n̄(e,x)5n0(L

2/Lt
2)P2(e/Ec ,x). HereP1,2(m,x) are universal dimensionless function

with P1(m@1,x);P2(m@1,x)5cosx exp(2Am). Furthermore, atEc!T one can ne-
glect the e-dependence oft in(e). The main contribution to Eq.~8! comes from the
interval of energiese;Ec , where the quasiparticle density of states is significan
suppressed compared withn0 in the absence of an insulator at the boundary. As a res
we have the following expression for the contribution of this mechanism to the dc
ductance of the junction (Q5V2dG3):

dG35a2GN

Ec
2t in
T\

, ~9!

which can be even larger thanGN . Equation~9! is valid wheneVt in /\!1. In this limit
one can introducedG3(x(t)), which is given in order of magnitude by Eq.~9! and has a
period of 2p. In the opposite limiteV(t in /\)@1, the functionQ saturates, which mean
that dG3 decays as (\/eVt in)

2.

We would like to mention that the contribution of the Debye mechanism to th
resistance of a closed sample with the Aharonov–Bohm geometry has been discu
Ref. 17. In that case the time dependence of the electronic density of states was in
by a change in the magnetic fluxF through the ring. The important difference is that t
372 372JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 F. Zhou and B. Spivak
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average density of states in the normal metal is flux-independent~and, consequently
time-independent!. Therefore, the Debye absorption is nonzero only on account of
soscopic fluctuations of the density of states, whereas in the case of an SNS juncti
average density of states can be time-dependent. Using results obtained in Ref. 17
case when\/t in@d0, Lt@L, L in@L,L1 ,L2 we can estimate the contribution todG due to
the mesoscopic part of the Debye relaxation mechanism asdG3

m;a1(e
2/\3)Ecd0t in

2 .
Hered0 is the mean spacing between energy levels in the normal metal, anda1;1 for
Lt!L in anda1;(L in /Lt)

4 for Lt@L in . We will neglect this contribution because, as w
shall see below,dG3

m!dG1.

Another contribution todG which arises in the first-order approximation in th
parameter\/pFl is the aforementioned weak-localization correctiondG1. It reflects the
fact that in the course of each Andreev reflection the amplitudes of the electron diff
paths acquire the aforementioned additional phases6x1,2, but they do not take into
account the spatial coherence between the electron and the hole which arises
Andreev reflection. This is correct ifLT!L or Ec!T. As a result,2

dG152a1

e2

\
g3~x!5

Ect in for the 0D case

L inL1
L2

for the 1D case

lnS L inl DL1L2L2
for the 2D case.

~10!

Here g3(x) is a periodic function with periodp, the 0D case corresponds t
L,L1 ,L2!L in , the 1D case corresponds toL1@L in@L2 ,L, and the 2D case correspond
to L1 ,L2@L in@L.

The ratios between the three contributions todG considered above depend on th
parameters and the dimensionality of the system. For example, in the 0D case at
0,eVt in /\!1 we have

dG1

dG2
'

a1

a

e2

\GN
Tt in ;

dG1

dG3
'

a1

a2

e2

\GN

T

Ec
. ~11!

At large enougheV@A(\/t in)Eca ~but still smaller thanEc), dG3 becomes much
smaller thandG2. In this case thex-dependent part of the resistance is determined by
sum (dG11dG2). For example, in the 0D case the ratio ofdG1 ~with period p) to
dG2 ~with period 2p) is of the order of

dG1

dG2
'

a1

a

T

V

e2

\GN
. ~12!

If V50 and the conductance is measured with the help of contact ‘‘C’’ in Fig. 1,dG will
be the sum ofdG1 anddG2, the ratio of which is determined by the correponding ter
in Eqs.~11! and~12!. These ratios can be larger or smaller than unity, and so the pe
of the oscillations ofdG(x) can be eitherp or 2p. This can explain why some
experiments18,19 demonstratep periodicity of dG, while others20,21 show a period of
373 373JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 F. Zhou and B. Spivak
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2p. The reason whydG1, which arises only in the first-order approximation in the sm
parameter\/pFl , can be comparable withdG2 is thatdG2 arises from the small energ
interval e;Ec!T, while dG1 arises frome;T.

We acknowledge helpful discussions with B. Altshuler, H. Courtois, M. Devo
D. Esteve, B. Pannetier, M. Sanquer, and B. V. Wees. This work was supported b
Division of Material Sciences, U.S. National Science Foundation under Contract D
9205144.
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Local magnetic states and hyperfine interactions in Fe/Ti
magnetic superlattices

P. M. Stetsenko, S. D. Antipov, G. V. Smirnitskaya, and A. L. Kolumbaev
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

G. E. Goryunov
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334 Moscow, Rus

~Submitted 14 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 4, 353–357~25 February 1997!

Multilayer Fe/Ti films are synthesized by deposition in a Penning dis-
charge. Measurements are made of thhe static hysteresis loops and
Mössbauer spectra on Fe57 nuclei. The hyperfine magnetic field distri-
bution functions are calculated. It is established that the spontaneous
magnetization of Fe/Ti magnetic superlattices undergoes very strong
oscillations as a function of the Ti layer thickness. Three groups of
peaks are noted in the hyperfine field distribution functions, corre-
sponding to three nonequivalent states of the Fe ions, in one of which
these ions do not have a characteristic magnetic moment. These results
also agree with measurements of the temperature dependence of the
magnetization in weak magnetic fields. For some Ti interlayer thick-
nesses the saturation magnetization scaled to the Fe content is much
higher than the saturation magnetization of bulk Fe. ©1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01204-8#

PACS numbers: 75.70.Cn, 75.60.Ej, 76.80.1y, 31.30.Gs

1. Multilayer magnetic films and magnetic superlattices~MSLs! synthesized on the
basis of such films make it possible to investigate experimentally a number of funda
tal problems in the modern physics of magnetic phenomena, such as the ques
whether magnetic ordering can exist in two-dimensional systems, the characterist
tures of the formation of the local atomic magnetic moments in surface layers and
phase regions, the mechanisms of indirect interactions between magnetic layer
others. The kinetic properties of MSLs are also distinguished by remarkable feature
primary one being the giant magnetic resistance observed in these systems.

Many important magnetic parameters of MSLs, such as the spontaneous mag
tion, the magnetic resistance, the Curie temperature, the magnetic-anisotropy co
and others, exhibit oscillatory behavior as a function of the nonmagnetic inter
thicknesses.1,2 This is apparently due to the spatial oscillations of the spin density
delocalized electrons in nonmagnetic layers, which is responsible for the indirec
change interaction between the magnetically ordered layers. The mechanism of t
teraction can be described either in terms of the RKKY approximation or Fried
model.3 Interpretations of the oscillatory character of a number of magnetic paramete
MSLs in terms of interference effects with partial reflection of electron waves f
375 3750021-3640/97/040375-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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interfaces in the periodic MSL structures have been elaborated in recent years.4

Magnetic superlattices are essentially composite materials and are highly no
form systems, as a result of which the investigation of their integral parameters i
always sufficiently informative and experimental methods yielding information ab
local magnetic states must be used. They include one or another of the metho
observing hyperfine interactions~HFIs! and, specifically, the Mo¨ssbauer~ME!, nuclear
magnetic resonance,g–g angular correlation,mSR spectroscopy, and others.

2. The multilayer magnetic films for the present investigation were synthesize
the method of cathodic sputtering in a Penning discharge in an atmosphere of purifi
The residual-gas pressure was equal to 1027–1028 torr and the pressure of the ine
working gas was equal to 1025 torr. The Kr content in synthesized films did not exce
0.15 at.%. Two series of Fe/Ti MSLs were synthesized. In one series the thickness
Fe layers was equal to;6 Å and was maintained constant and the thickness of th
layers was varied from 8.4 to 83 Å. In the second series the thickness of the Fe laye
varied from 6 to 32.4 Å with constant Ti interlayer thickness;40 Å. The number of Fe
and Ti layers reached 580. X-ray analysis of the MSLs showed that they have a h
textured bcc structure.

The magnetization curves were measured in a static regime with the aid of a
pletely computerized vibrational magnetometer in external fields of up to615 kOe. The
sensitivity of the magnetometer was equal to 1027 emu. The magnetometric measur
ments were performed in weak variable fields with the aid of an induction magnetom

The Fe57 Mössbauer spectra were measured at room temperature in a transm
arrangement on a spectrometer with constant acceleration. The nonlinearity of the m
of the electrodynamic vibrator did not exceed 0.3% and Co57 in Rh served as theg-ray
source. A novel mathematical program,5 in which the desired functional is represented
an analytic form as a sum of a definite number of Lorentzians followed by an effic
minimization program, was used for mathematical analysis of the Mo¨ssbauer and for
reconstructing the probability distributions of the hyperfine magnetic fieldHhf at the
Fe57 nuclei.

3. Hysteresis loops for the MSL@Fe~7 Å!/Ti~8.4 Å!#•400 with the external magneti
field oriented in the plane of the film are displayed in Fig. 1. Figure 1a shows the com
loops in the maximum field of615 kOe. The characteristic features are the small va
of the susceptibility of the paraprocess and the high degree of squareness of the
The central part of these same loops in a field up to6300 Oe is shown in Fig. 1b for two
mutually perpendicular directions. The difficult direction of magnetization is also
direction of the external magnetic field during deposition of the film. A high degre
in-plane magnetic anisotropy, due to the presence of an external magnetic field d
deposition of the films, and also the anomalous ‘‘stretched’’ shape of the loop fo
easy direction of magnetization, which could be due to the characteristic features
domain structure of the film associated with the above-noted anisotropy and wit
characteristic features of the indirect exchange interactions between the magnetic
are characteristic.

The dependence of the values of the spontaneous magnetization and coerciv
of the MSL, calculated from these curves, on the thickness of the Ti layers is pres
376 376JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Stetsenko et al.
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in Fig. 2. As one can see from the figure, the main feature of this curve is its pronoun
oscillatory character. The increase in the spontaneous magnetization from minimu
maximum value is greater than two orders of magnitude! The coercive force also va
similarly as a function of the thickness of the Ti interlayers. Such sharp changes in
magnetic parameters with increasing thickness of the Ti layers attests to sharp bound
between the Fe and Ti layers.

As is well known, such oscillations of the magnetic parameters are apparently du
changes in the sign of the indirect exchange interaction between the magnetically ord
layers, which occurs by means of the polarization of the spin density of the delocal
electrons in the nonmagnetic interlayers.

These interactions are most often interpreted either on the basis of the RKKY
proximation or in terms of Friedel oscillations, though there are great difficulties
explaining the experimentally observed periods of the oscillations. The fact that in
case the values of the resulting spontaneous magnetization for some Ti layer thickn
are very small attests to the almost complete compensation of the magnetizatio
individual layers and therefore a 180° orientation of the magnetization of neighboring
layers.

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops for the MSL@Fe~7 Å!/Ti~8.4 Å!#•400 for an in-plane external field orientation: a!
Hysteresis loops in a maximum field; b! central sections of the same loops. Dots — the external magnetic fi
during the measurements is oriented in the same direction as the external magnetic field during film depo
solid curves — the external field during the measurements is perpendicular to the preceding orientation.

FIG. 2. Spontaneous magnetizationI S (h) and coercive forceHc (n) of a Fe/Ti MSL versus Ti layer
thickness. Fe layer thickness;6 Å.
377 377JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 4, 25 Feb. 1997 Stetsenko et al.
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It should be noted that for some Ti layer thicknesses the values of the spontan
magnetization of the MSLs scaled to the Fe content are much higher than the va
characteristic for Fe ions in pure Fe. The possibility of such an increase was sh
theoretically in Ref. 6 and confirmed experimentally in Ref. 7. The very high values
the average atomic magnetic momentmFe at room temperature2mFe53.5mB were mea-
sured in single-crystal Fe16N2 films with the aid of a vibrating sample magnetometer an
Rutherford backscattering.8 An important factor here is the decrease in the coordinati
numbers for the Fe ions located at the surface; this results in a narrowing of thed band
and an increase in the atomic moments as well as additional contributions from the or
moments associated with the changes in the local symmetry of the environment of th
ions and contributions from the polarized spin density of nonlocalized electrons, par
pating in indirect-exchange processes, in nonmagnetic layers.

The Fe57Mössbauer spectrum for the MSL@Fe~5.2 Å!/Ti~47 Å!#•550 is displayed in
Fig. 3a, and the probability distribution at these nuclei which is reconstructed from
spectrum is presented in Fig. 3b. As follows from the form of the distribution functio
the maxima of the probability fall into three groups, corresponding to the three n
equivalent local states of the Fe ions. For one of these groupsHhf530 kOe, which
indicates that the Fe ions in these local states do not have an intrinsic magnetic mo
andHhf is due to the polarization of the electronic spin density at the nuclei by ions fr
the environment. These local states can correspond to definite positions of the Fe io
the interphase regions. The group of peaks that corresponds to the maximum valu
Hhf ~up to 380 kOe! is apparently due to Fe ions with high atomic magnetic moments a
located in the surface layers.

These conjectures agree with the measurements, presented in Fig. 4, of the tem
ture dependence of the magnetization in weak magnetic fields. The anomalies observ
this dependence could be due to the magnetic transitions of Fe ions in correspon
local states. The maximum near 750°C is apparently due to the Hopkins effect in
high-temperature magnetic phase.

The measurements of the spontaneous magnetization of the Fe/Ti MSL as a fun
of the Fe layer thickness were performed on a series where the Ti layer thickness
maintained constant near the value 40 Å and the Fe layer thickness was varied from

FIG. 3. a! Mössbauer spectrum of the MSL@Fe~5.2 Å!/Ti~47 Å!#•550; b! probability distribution function of
Hhf for the same MSL.
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32.2 Å. The 40 Å thickness of the Ti layers corresponded to the minimum value o
spontaneous magnetization in the series with a constant Fe layer thickness. The
dences of the spontaneous magnetization and coercive force of the MSL from this
on the Fe layer thickness are presented in Fig. 5. As one can see from the figure,
case the indicated parameters do not undergo oscillatory variations.

4. Measurements of the magnetic properties and hyperfine magnetic fields
Fe57 nuclei as a function of the Ti and Fe layer thicknesses were perfomed on
MSLs synthesized by cathodic sputtering in a Penning discharge. An oscillatory d
dence of the spontaneous magnetization and coercive force of the MSL on the Ti
thickness was found. The magnitude of the spontaneous magnetization varies by
than two orders of magnitude. For some values of the Ti layer thickness the sponta
magnetization of the MSL is much greater than the corresponding value for pure Fe
distribution function forHhf at the Fe57 nuclei in Fe/Ti MSLs, reconstructed from th
experimental Mo¨ssbauer spectra, contains three groups of peaks which correspond
three types of nonequivalent local magnetic states of the Fe ions. For the states
correspond to the minimum values ofHhf ~25–50 kOe! the Fe ions apparently have n
intrinsic magnetic moments. These conjectures agree with the measurements of th
perature dependence of the magnetization in weak alternating fields.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetizationI of the MSL @Fe~6.2 Å!/Ti ~8.6 Å!#•580 in weak
alternating fields.

FIG. 5. Spontaneous magnetizationI S (h) and coercive forceHc (n) of a Fe/Ti MSL as a function of the Fe
layer thickness. Ti layer thickness;40 Å.
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In the cases when the Ti layer thickness in Fe/Ti MSLs remained constant an
Fe layer thickness was varied, the values of the spontaneous magnetization and c
force did not undergo oscillatory variations.
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